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Abetract 
The Relative Artistic Merits of 
the Huntington-Laing and th• Percy Vera1ona 
by Evlyn B. Baul 
Considering the praise for the general story of Egei: and Gt1al. •• a 
given, thia paper investigates the relative artistic merits of the two 
versions by examining the variations present in the versions. In the cat-
egory of characterization both the Percy (P) and the Huntington-Lain 1g (1--U..) 
versions are internally consistent with the exception of Winglclyne in P. 
The major flaw in the artistry of Pis the 111 preparation for Winglayne'• 
desire to marry Eger after he (actually Grime) return• from killing Gray-
steel. Unlike in HL, the early characterization of W1nglayn• in P prov·idea 
no euggestion that she will later change her attitude toward Eger. 
The reversal in Winglayne's attitude is only one of the many badly 
handled elements in p. Motivations for several characters' actions are 
at times nonexistent, and at several points the direction of the plot 11 
il~ogical on the basis of the given information. HL, while it is illogi-
cal in comparatively few place,, is greatly hampered b·y it1 own compens,a-
ting qualityo Because of the much 9reater length of HL, th·• illogical 
pointi in Pare smoothed over quite nicely. Th• problem with HL 1• that 
many of the expansions are needless and 1ometim,e1 incompreh,anaible. 
Thus, while HL is artistically sound with regard to logical charact 1• 
erizationa, character motivations, and proper plot progre1a1on, 1 t fal t,en 
in the numerous annoying additions. P, on the otl1ar hand, even though 
it 1s illogical at many plac••• does not allow the reader to bec-0me bo9gied 
). 
:_ •.. 
' 
'i 
2 
down at its unsound points becau1e the reader 11 whiaked aloD9 froa ind• 
dent to incident by the staccato pace of the P vereion. 
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Abstract 
Considering the praise for the general story of Eger and Grime as a 
g~ven, this paper investigates the relative artistic . ' r~ .~ """r .... • ". •-- ;_-· . ~. ·- ...... ...... \ ..... ·-
·versions by examining the variations present in the versions. 
~gory of characterization both the Percy (P) and the Huntington-Lair~~: 
versions are internally consistent with the exception of Viinglayne in P. 
The major flaw in the artistry of Pis the ill preparation for Winglayne's 
desire to marry Eger after he (actually Grime) returns from killing 
Graysteel. Unlike in HI.., the early characterization of Winglayne in P 
:provides no suggestion that she will later change her attitude toward 
Eger. 
The reversal in Winglayne's attitude is only one of the many badly 
hat1dled elements in P. Motivations for severa 1 characters' a ct::~, :1 :, a:•:: 
at times nonexistent, and at several points the direction of the plot is 
il.l.ogical on the basis of the given information. HL, while it is illog-
' ical :i.n comparatively few places, is greatly hampered by its own compen-
s~ting quality. Because of the much greater length of r-i.L, the illogical 
pqints in Pare smoothed over quite nicely. Th 'l ·t· ., .. p p r n n (:;, r~ 'i.U , h l·, I 1· s -- :.....,#{__.......__, ................ ........... that 
many of the expansions are needless and sometimes incc:-:·.fJ:-,--:-::o~nsible. 
Thus, while HL is artistically sound with regard tc l.J·z: al ct1aract-
erizations, character motivations, and proper plot progressi~n, 
in the numerous annoying additions. P, on the other hand, e,;en trio·;··;:. :t 
is illogical at. many places, does not allow the reader to become bcoaced 
...... ,...,,, 
down at its unsound points because the reader is whisked along from 
incident to incident by the staccato pace of the P version. 
1 
·• 
Introduction 
Only a modicum of attention has been paid by scholars and critics 
to the medieval romance ,Eger and Grime. That a minc:t::-,-ol-p e'.; C'.)~;ld em-
ploy his talents to produce such an enchanting pleasantry 
achievement that merits acknowledgement among the critics of . . . 
r*"' _ o r-, ... t--. "'. -~ ;·,,. 
•• " ··- ;,_I. A-, c.,,,., • ·~.l ,Mt,. 
romances. Of the few critics who have recently (since 1933) concerned 
themselves with the romance, even fewer have conunented to any extent on 
the artistic merit of the romance; and until now no one has investigated 
in any depth the relative artistic merit of the four extant versions of 
Eger and Grime. 
Before presenting my comparisons which comprise the bulk of this 
paper, I shall present an introductory discussion of 
' . . t 
...... ,-,-- ...... •-· ... r-;.-_ S e V 1~, 'r ,;::, · r .... · i • "". n· . . 
- .. :~ - \.,, -~ -. .. .. -- .... --=- * 
' 
background matters in order to orient the reader. T he S e .. ..., a ... •·. -. .,., r ." - - • I. \I . I; ~ .J-• . • ,,·-f .... t, 
. . ~.. .,,,, "-"' ,,.._ ·-· ......... - """"'· . 
the nature of the individual extant versions; the present state of 
general criticism of Eger and Grime; an inventory of the specific 
critical appraisals of the romance in general and of the individual 
versions; and a detailed surrunary of the romance. 
2 
Versions 
Technically there are four extant versions of Eger and Grime. Three 
o f these exhibit such c 1 o s e s im i 1 a r i tie s th a t f o r r:-. c ~.::. r r: · : :· ;- : ~, ·? s , i n c l ~J di ng 
that of this paper, there are essentially only tYJo dis"'.:::.nc:, ·:c:rsi 
The so-called Percy version (P) is found in Bishop ?~rcy's ~ . . I "..Q ...... 
Manuscript and is dated ca. 1650. It is the earliest extant text. This 
version consists of 1474 lines and is divided into six parts. 
The earliest extant-printed text of the romance is Robert Sander 1 s 
black-letter edition of 1669. This edition, which is located in the 
British Museum, also contains Squire Meldrum, Ferguson's Scottish proverbs 
and other items.l "This version of the poem is almost identical with that 
in the Huntington, and appears to have been an ea:r.li<'.=;r •?di tion of it.•·•2 
The Huntington version (H), also a black-lett0:r text, contains :18&0 
l.ines and is dated 1687. Th1·s vers1.·on was fauna' h,1 Prn:i'.:,c,c_ ..,_ ~::1 --r.»e: ;~ u 1 .. .6lt. ._,. .. ·- - ~~" • • ::...i ...... -- ....,'J- ~ i., • 
Caldwell in the Henry E. Huntington library and was publisr1e,d t~}f ::a1ct-... 1e-ll 
in 1933 in a parallel-text edition with P.3 
The latest text was printed in a chapbook by James Nicol in 1711 in 
Aberdeen; it was reprinted by David Laing in Edinburgh in 1826 in Early 
Metrical Tales and is thus referred to as version "L." Caldwell prints 
versions P and Hin his parallel text edition, while he merely footnotes 
the variations he finds in L. "H proves di sa ppo-; nti ncJl :l eno1Jgh, 11 Ytri tes 
Caldwell, "to be practically identical with L, of which it is plainly 
the inunediate source" (p. 13). 
These four are the only extant texts. Three of them are so similar 
that there are essentially only two versions: P and what is referr0d to 
as HL, i.e., Huntington-Laing. It might be mentioned here that while the 
3 
.. 
t 
4 
four texts have been described chronologically above, it is not to be in-
ferred that Pis the earliest version. Even though Pis the earliest text 
we have available, it may be a later version of the Eger and Grime story. 
Scholars have considered this question from several angles, but to date no 
one has been able to prove uncontestably that 
• . • !I... 
, ·.o .. : ,. :fl,6 
-.. .""" . ,, -,;; 
other. Thus ffiy chronologi ca 1 pres en ta tion is based sol •cl y =~ ·. :~e :::.a•_,: of 
the extant manuscript or print and not on the priority of the version. 
:, 
Present State of Criticism of Eger ang Grime 
Except for an article in German written in 1893, an introduction to 
ah edition, a book-length study, and an unpublished rr,aster' s thesis, there 
exist a very few, sparse discussions of the romance; and 
listed above convey information of any consequence. 
The German article is by George Reichel and is entitled "Studien zu 
der Schottischen Romanze: 'The History of Sir Eger, Sir Grime, and Sir 
Gray-Steel."' Caldwell remarks that this is the first "fairly extensive 
scholarly treatment accorded the romance."4 In essence the study presents 
a discussion of the relation of the HL and P 
isons of additions and omissions in P with additions and . . 
. :~:-. .:_ ::-'~ .':~J : 
C n.1!""".n.· -~ r,,... 
!1-(• t·-·~ -
• 
. .... ~ 
-, r • ~. JJ-t: ii 
't ~ -.,") -~ llf ,.. 'I:" ....,... 
l~ad him to conclude that 1-ll.. is nearer to the original foriT. c: f th,:: 
than P; the original was fuller than 1-ll.., which is fuller than P. 
.,-- ,~_ ~-~ .'.~ . .-.. r __ ~-. 
... ·-· 'I'~ .... (: • ' .. ,,,......,;; 
Reichel considered only the Laing text because the Huntington text had yet 
to be discovered. 
In Caldwell's introduction to his parallel text edition, Ege1 and 
Grime: 2. Parallel-Iext Edition Qi the Percy and Huntinqt20:::Laiog Versions 
of the Romance, he surrunarized the commentary that had been written up to 
1933. He agrees with Reichel in his determinaticn 
The main consideration, however, of the introduction is es:a!.l:s::irn •.::e 
story traditions of this composite romance.5 
the plot is derived from purely Celtic sources and that it "is based ioon 
• 
a Celtic (probably Scottish) version of the very widespread folktal<:, 
D1
. e Zwei· Br·u·der" ( p. 157) • 
_ _ _ The "brotherhood" is fundamental and the ex-
planation of it as a sworn brotherhood reflects an influence of the 
chivalric convention. For the uncomplicated turning to stone of one of 
5 
6 
the brothers in the type of Die Zwei BrUder of Grill'lll, Eger and Grime 
substitutes an elaborate Celtic Otherworld journey of the hero Eger, and 
later, of Grime. Mabel Van Duzee dismisses Caldwell's assertions, 
"Professor Caldwell's perception of similarity between the Two Brothers 
and Eger and its analogues was ••• astute, anci a basic relatio;nship no 
doubt exists. But the question is one for traineci f,>l:<l. r:sts, 'l'torking 
with caution and with the very extensive literattJre of 
hand" (pp. 15f.). The problem, Duzee maintains, is that Cald!,•,el i ·j:;4:'.::d too 
few versions of the Two Brothers story to be conclusive. "Acttia 11 y, 
Professor Caldwell's important conclusion that the source of Eger and 
Grime was a Scottish folktale is made largely on the basis of three 
tales--a small number when one considers that Kurt Ranke's analysis of 
Die Zwei a.:uder was based on 621 variants of the 77(J r,e kne\•111 ( p. 15). 
The third piece of major criticism is the :-:--.as·~e:- 1 s :.r.'?sis \•which vas 
written at the University of Chi ca go in 1914 by :: l i :::a L .-,. ~~!'. 18: 11 i; :::1 n. 
s:upporting her conclusions by a wealth of illustrati ns, 
·concl\udes that the,basic plot is an Otherworld journey. 
elements in the Celtic tradition present in the romance, many character-
istics of the journey to the Otherworld were lost in the transference of 
the tales from ancient Celtic to medieval English. Influences of chivalry 
and courtly love conventions, on the other hand, were introduced in the 
medieval English versions. Most of Willson's thesis is dedicated to a 
. 
discussion of the Celtic traditions of the story materials of Egex and 
Grime. 
Mabel Van Duzee in Eger and Grime: a. Medieval Romance of Friendship, 
also investigates the story materials. She corrunends the ideas 
in the thesis as a ''significant contribution to studies of Eger i:ecause [they] took cognizance of and demonstrated the Celtic basis of the 
7 
romance" ( p. 14). Agreeing essential! y with Will son's perception of th·e 
basic Celtic materials of the romance, Duzee offers a polished, cogent 
consideration of the tradition behind the plot of the romance. In the 
explanation of the direction her book will 
I should like to investigate the oarall0ls between the romance and (_-Pv:yl.l_j7. T"·:i :Jo so Wl.11 l·nvolve traci·ng a C,,._F.r':r,r1 r,,=-,tr.:::.rn n~ ' .. ) •• ~·· ··~· .. 1 ~--" ,,_,.. ',J ....,.. --
..... • v 1 t d t . t + ' , '. . ' . even s an rai s o 1 tn,2 c1r2::.a r~ :~:· personae through a number r r0~~.ances, ba 11 a d s , a n d a BT e to n La i o ·r r. : .. ,:, x a~. i n a ti on wi 11 rev ea 1 i n tr i ca t e re 1 a t ~ o r-1 :: h .:._ ~ ,- t r1a t ca n be s p e c i f i ca 11 y cl e rn o n ~ t :: a :~ ,:\ 1_: • ~ hope to s how t ha t the s e re l a t ~ r-1 :, : 1 i. p s 
can be best accounted for L·/ a --::·.::·.en tradi tion--a Welsh oral t2.·aciit2_·:_::~·: J f 
a combat at a ford t ha t i :=:. f .~· r :~ · : : kl t-: l y pre serve d i n the f i r s ·t e p i ~- o j ·~ :~ ~-: t r ·1 ·~ 
mabinogi of Pwyll. By this -c~adition I believe that the central plot of Eger can be best explained (p. 16). 
Briefly surruning up, Reichel' s article considers tr1e question of pri-
ority of versions, and the remaining three scholars in\.'•::s~_:i ::a~ . .::: :t:e ::-"'ater-
ials of the story. Even though Caldwell's edition in dev •· ,-. ,r•\': .,..--". I'..-> .._ • t' ·i 
pages to the question of priority occasionally takes into acco:.1r;t 0 liter-
:ary'' considerations, there has been no scholarly study published that r~s 
a's its purpose the investigation of the relative artistic merits of HL 
and P. 
. .. 
Critics' Views of the Artistic Merit of 
Eger and Grime 
In a sparkling, enlivened, albeit purplish passage, Caldwell indi-
cates some of the colorful, arresting images found in both vf:rs ions. 
Persons who still delight in the vig-
orous extravagance and opulent coloring of 
medieval romances, who still f00l th0 
charm of their quaint oentil·:::s~··, :·~:.,j 
in Eger a n d Grime a th i n g o f c D: . ~ ~ J ·~· r .a i) 1 e 
merit. Despite its frecju·211·t i_::::i~:E:_l.~t·i of 
sty l e , they see -i n it a s u c c ·~· :.. . _ .~ ... : . ) :· 
intense , a n d be a u t i f u l p -i c t 0 r ·:'. _ : ,~ 
scar 1 et champion thunders fTo::: ::.r: ·:· _,;. had owed 
forest on a charger red as blooJ; queens 
of strange and eerie beauty· '._~ i r.::; -•= o t' t l ·/ 
be s id e the c o u ch o f a b a t t l -:: - _:; r:- ·: : , t : . <· r- c:, , 
ever weeping in their sonc;. fa. _:_r · <: -~·- ::.l oody 
hand, bedecked with r~ngs of g2y _; lj, 
drops from an iron glove::. A tc:L~:: ~ 
suddenly thrust forth fr om a (:: .. s _ ,::: , '--< . t , and 
a 1 ad y in crimson c l o a k: d r a ·:.· ~ ~~ t1 i ~ ~ ~ l y 
back into the shadow of the du,ky courtyard. 
The romancer who made Eger and Grin1e sal/1 
with a poet's eye ••• (p. 3). 
That the romance has been praised for its vivid, pictorial quality 
of the medieval times; its enchanting presentation of the Forbidden land 
and its protector; and its romantic, yet serious atmosphere, is evident 
in the remarks of the early critics of Eger and Grime. John W. Hales 
and Frederick J. Furnivall, who first edited the P,:,rcy Folio Manuscript 
in 1867, praise the romance without regard to 
is not only valuable for its faithful picture f d . . . . ,.. 0 me l PV;~ I I ~ r- f:.• 
- ~ ~ . - . - ' 
"the poem 
its 
adventure, and gallantry, and that mysterious a~osphere we call 
'romantic,' but for the force and beauty of its story. It ha$ charms 
beyond those which attract the antiquarian, or the historical eye."6 
Writing in 1906, William Schofield praises the depiction of scenesa 
"though the poem is a strange combination, it is nevertheless singularly 
8 
9 
attractive, and worthy of the great popularity it enjoyed in Scotland. 
••• We find most pleasant the scenes in the castle of the forbidden land, 
the Otherworld dwelling of the fay Loosepaine, wnich are delicately con-
ceived and presented. 117 
Later critics have concurred that Eger and Grime is a truly delight-
ful romance. Agnes Mackensie writes that it is ,. 
text ••• is vulgarized and clumsy in places, but 
n"" 1,· \f ·~ , 'r ,-... ,;··;; 'i: ,.... .  ct • • ' \ ,·• . ( ' > ......... ',.,J' ...... , ,_,.. ...... 
_ •• Cur 
the ch iv a l r .o ti '..:, 
the medieval original comes through. There is some excellent f igriting, 
-described by a man who knew something about it, and a practical and 
l:ively heroine. The personages, in fact are not durrmies, and the main 
i·nterest, significantly, is as much ir1 their relation as in the adven-
ture. "8 Archer Taylor considers Eger and Grime "one of the best medieval 
romances in English."9 
•· 
By far the most enthusiastic on the merits of the romance is Caldwell, 
-some of whose comments were used in the introduction of t(::s ::,(·ctior •• He 
finds additional adulation for the psychological treatment of the ci1arac~ 
1ers: 
Moreover, the firm pulse of actual life throbs above the clumsy jog of the poet's metre. Eger, 'rasr1 an,j :irilc)orttJnate youth 9 11 ruefully COmpar1 ng tr-,-'.:: l·,:r:!"': C)! other s w it h hi s o VJ r1 rn i s c t12 ;·1 c i: ~ .~: ~ . : T :_ 1 -,,r 
• re f u s in g a id i n de f ea t ; ·t ri ·=-· c 2 l;:; : r .:.. : :>:: , reserved and po 1 1 tic in s fJ ;_; ·~' c r. ~ ·_. _: · 1 r. :. ':)us 1 y ab 1 e in bat t 1 e who 1iN 1 11 y i::: ·t r a 11 · ~ ·_· . _ _. :: r1-l e S S W l. th sudden 1 o v e a n a; l : ·· - 1 · · : .., ·,- ... ' • " -1... ~ • ,; (~ ........ ·-- •• -~ . - .1 ~ l l,. in wakeful anxiety before a cc)i:1:j0 ~-; Winglayne, at first blustt tr1,~· r_Jl·J:i.:l·;._,s and convent i ona 1 proud-beaut \I o: :::.-- '=-~:-;a:·: c ·:::, but gradually revealed as a \/C.:r·/ _i ~\i·::_l y, albeit very pert, miss; tr1e s·.·.··::·::tl·/ ,'.)ber Lillias, whose temper flarne.- ·.\1f'iC::·1 !:·.:I confidence is juggled with: these are all breathing individuals and, ind00ci, very charming oneso In no other M~ddle Er1glish romance, unless it be in that gerr, of romances, Gawain and the Green Kriiqht, is the treatment of character more 
,, 
I 
I 
'psychological,' nor (by the same token) do incidents, trite enough in themselves, appear anywhere in fresher and more 
original combination (p. 3f.). 
10 
R. s. Loomis also applauds Eger and Grimes the plot "displays un-
usual symmetry and coherence; its style is natural and comparatively free 
of cliches."10 Lastly, another critic to prai'.:;i:: Ec;er ar;d /··-~rime is 
Lillian Hornstein. Writing in Severs' A t.\.anual -:Ji' t:i·· ·,·,:·:·.::.'.;'~., ir: 1.tiddle 
English 1050-1500, Hornstein feels that "in cor1tra -t t.o :._:., 
allusive atmosphere, the plot moves dramatically, often oy 
course, in conversations notable for realism and humor. Pictorial and 
terse, gory and tender, the poem has variety and great charm." 11 
The critics generally agree on the merit of the romance, while each 
emphasizes particular aspects of the romance that appear to contribute 
to the success of Eger and Grime. 
A few of the critics have comments concerning only one or the other 
.of the romances. George Ellis, writing in 1848, is 
evaluation of the I-ll.., version, the story "is so obscurely tol:d, that the 
ca:t'astrophe is quite unintelligible •••• "12 While not so darnninn as 
r;_,I 
Hales and Furnivall have reservations about HL, at least about its 
ending, " ••• the last sixty llinesJ furnish a feeble continuation of the 
original story. Sir Graham dies; Sir Eger's bride discovers the trick 
that has been played on her, and betakes herself to a religious life. Sir 
Eger fights in the Holy Land. Returning and finding r--.i '-) a::· rJ:.:"·~d .,,,i fe 
dead, he marries Sir Graham's widow."13 The vie.-, of George ::a;,.t:· ,,.,r i ting 
in 1951, is just as devastating as that of Ellis: 
Eger and Grime is marred by a serious 
misdirection of sympathy for vJhich the author is responsible by his uncr1t·1cal acceptance of an unsatisfactory ploL. Eger is the hero of the story, but his 
sworn brother Grime, in the course of an 
. 
' 
)( 
I' 
I 
expedition to win the Lady Winglaine for Eger, earns not only our admiration but also all the sympathy that 1.;a.;e shoL1ld have had for the hero.1 4 
11 
{Kane's conunent is an interesting one and will be looked into later.) 
Last in the selection of commentaries on the merit of tr1e t·iL 'If:rz, ion is 
Laura Hibbard Loomis who feels that HL is "a rambling, sor:1·:-..,·(.:j"'.__ :.r.c.:)her-
~ 5 ent version of double the length and half the effectivemer1t af ••• ?." 1 1 
This sweeping statement concurs exactly with the findings of this paper. 
In contrast, there have been few disparaging remarks about P. 
:c:::. s. Lewis considers the poetry to be "hard, plain, vivid, and economi-
cal in manner, effortlessly and unobtrusively noble in sentiment. The 
adventures are as palpable as those ir1 iion-ier." l6 Le'.•Ji s finds that it is 
"a poetry with strict limitations; what 1t1e admire is the perfe 1.:,:i:·. Df 
taste (as if vulgarity had not yet been invented) and the surer\es~ ~f 
tou·ch within those limitations."17 Hales and Furnivall are ecstatic in 
their praise of P. They see it as "a poem of very high excellence, 
vivid, picturesque, terse, delicate, tender, vigorous. It breathes the 
very spirit of romance, and recreates for us the old sights and scenes 
of romantic life in all their strange grotesqt1e beauty.ulE3 1lihat is par-
ticularly well done, in the estimation of these two critics, is the 
myriad of pictures depicted by P. 
Writing in 1927, Eleanor Hammond praises the adeptness of transitions 
in P and cites the example of Grime's return to Loosepaine after def•·at::)g 
Graysteel. As Loosepaine awaits with anxiety the return of Grime, or~e ;of 
her maids upon hearing a knock opens the door and cries out "O madam now 
is come that knight, /That went hence when the day was light" (P 1161-2). 19 
Hammond maintains "the inferior romances v,ould have jumped this detail, 
would have seen the story intennittently, would have recorded merely that 
r 
the knight returned and that the lady was rejoiced. 112° Finally in the 
conunents on the merit of P, Mrs. Loomis comments simply that Pis "the 
best and oldest."21 
.. 
12 
Summary of the Stories 
Since the ensuing pages of this study deal with an analysis of the 
relative artistic merit of HL and P, a summary of the plot is in order 
:at this point. 
used throughout. 
For the sake of convenience the names . ;.1 ~--- r·': ,-:·~ -. r ~ ~-r ~ 
·._ ...... i't, ,. .... l .--: ,_,. {,4, 4 .-, 11 'I ~----~ 
+ .. ._.,-,. in P are 
The base for the summary is also . • . • • ~p·. a r ') . .. 'r ·~ '1"' • • ~ • 
... -'. . ..;;... t .. .Ai\.. ~:J -~ .... .l. ',, • • 
, Devi-
ations of HL are noted as they occur. P has been divided into • SlX 
which are noted in the surmnary; HL is continuous. 
Earl Bragas (HL, Earl Diges), who is of the greatest renown next to 
the' king, dwells in the Land of Beame (1-il.., Kinrick of Bealm). The earl 
and his wife (HL, Dame Biges) have a daughter Winglayne (Hl., Winliane) 
who will marry only the knight who is victorious in all his battles. 
There are many knights in the land but only a few such knights. At the 
earl's castle there are two knights of sworn broth•"rhood: Sir Grime 
(HL, Grahame) and Sir Eger. Grime is wise and noble and Eger i:; a poor 
knight because his older brother owns their father's land. 
has fared well on the battlefield, Winglayne loves him above all other 
knights. Being the best of friends, Eger and Grime share a room. 
Desiring more fame as a peerless knight, Eger left home seeking 
adventure. One night, however, he comes home vanquished and ~unded. 
Grime is chagrined and amazed at Eger, who has lost all of his weapons 
and bears only the truncheon of his spear. As Ecit_:r 
../ 
- . swoons, ~rime ex-
presses his remorse at not having accompanied Eger on hi~, adv••;,ture. 
Eger begins his tale on a note of regret t h . h . .. " d ~ ~'. .:''-----. ~ . ~- ~ .·-. r ·P.. a 1 s a v ~ . ; · .. , .. ) , .. .:. ~ • .. '. _ ·"~ , a ,.,, 
defeat that would occasion the loss of Winglayne's love. Gr ~· .. ·'.' . / '1 , ,) ,_ lo 
....... ~ <j- ----· 
comfort Eger by submitting that just because a knight loses one encounter, 
13 
:he need not necessarily have his manhood reproved as Eger assu:nes his 
will be. Eger begins his account of his perilous adventure by first 
relating his confidence in his prowess and audacity and his weapons. 
Eger heard about a knight who keeps a forbidden land by the sea. (HL, 
Eger describes an encounter with a knight in which he, Eger, is over-
14 
come. This section is confused. Resuming his jo 1~rr~i·::·/, Egc·r met a man 
. . -
·who advised him to battle the knight of the f orbidder1. la:-:d .-,- ,I ". If .,. ' .• .4.,, ... 
• 
his· weapons, and his horse are the best). Eger rode to 
confronted by the knight who keeps the forbidden land. The }:ni·:]~-.~8 .Jz-~: ~;s-
es in gold and his horse, spear, and shield are red (HL, ever·ythird] :. s 
red). In the ensuing battle their spears and swords soon broke, so they 
fought with their knives. Finally, Eger became so weary that he fainted. 
Upon awakening Eger realized his little finger was missing; and saw a 
slain knight and horse nearby. After washing away the blood from his 
face, Eger saw another slain knight (HL, this . . . h.. . s econo r:n 19 "" ls lacking), 
and a saddled horse, which he used to ride away. That evening Eger 
found a castle and wandered into a bower near it. 
A fair lady, Loosepaine (HL, Lillias), in all red garments joined 
him there and offered him comfort for his wounds and a bed. 
washed Eger, she spyed the damaged hand and perceived at tne 
Eger's shame. Soon Eger was taken to a chamber for the night. As he 
was falling asleep the lady and two maidens sat by his bedside and sang 
while Loosepaine played on a psalter. Often the playing was interrupted 
by their weeping and sorrowing (HL, only Loosepaine assumed a sorrowful 
countenance and there was no weeping). 
The following morning the fair Loosepaine provided Eger with a 
marvelous green drink that soon appeared in his ~·Jounds, to which new 
.\ 
I 
I 
I 
II 
l~ 
'bandages of silk costing twenty pounds were applied. Despite loosepaine•s 
advice to Eger to tarry a few days at the castle, he expressed his (le~)ir(; 
to leave as soon as possible (HL, Eger's desire is lacking). Complying 
with Eger's wishes to leave, the lady supplied him with two (HL, one) new 
shirts and returns his own clothing which she had washed. Eger compll-
mented Loosepaine for her clever, competent medical Ir;~ reply 
t·he lady warned him that a da}I or two before he r-··1, ~ "~: .~.io 
• • ,,,,.,,.. - • J '··" 
. ' r r:-• :l r r·, •'• ,·J -U·.a,, .. , 
would open and become sore. She advised him to ask his 
the wounds. In appreciation of her hospitality Eger gave 
g·olden beads (HL, and a ring). She refused them, so Eger left trier:-~ lJy 
her bed. He left the castle with two bottles of wine which the lady had 
given him to sustain him on the journey home (HL, Eger v,as presented v,ith 
both food and wine for the journey). As predicted, his wounds became un-
bearably painful as Eger approached home. Thus, says Eger to Gri,me, have 
I fared. This is the end of part one (HL, n O a' ·i \/ 1 C 1 Q n C ) • --.- .. 2 .... 
.;:,: • 
Grime points out that when a knight engages i:-~ a !Jattle he is as 
likely to win or lose and that he had warned Eger not ta ' ·.'. .-.• -- : · ·~ - a· • •· - • ,... .-.. l .. "·. • .... "I . . ', 1o, •• c~ 'f::.,._) ··~-~ -.· ... '411 '-----~ .!Iii, f,. ,-
_, .. ). '~ '~ ' -- • 
However, since matters have occurred as they have, Grime S\Jt3rrr· :;~. :.·~ .. ·•. ..  '-~ It' ., ; ..... ~-
Winglayne be kept in the dark concerning the real cause of Eger's )~~nds. 
While Eger and Grime have been conversing Winglayne has taken a 
scarlet mantle and has stood under their 1r•1indo~, (HL, after she saw a 
light in their room she left her chamber), v,here she has been eavesd,rop-
ping on their conversation. Upon hearing of Egor's ill-fortune Winglayne 
turns on her heel and leaves in disgust. Gr . . ' d l.m r:., r.-'> Co 1~ ,,, ,.:. . •, T ,"··. ": ;n f,\ T" ·. e p-a rt Ur 6 ii ....._ l.-" ·-·- - ._,. ..~ .... 'w ~• -~~.J • ~ A 
. 
C ~ . 
(HL, by holding out a light), but tells Eger that the noise is caused by 
his spaniel who wants to come • in. 
Before daylight the word has spread th.roughout the castle that Eger 
.i_s· home ~n.c:i is suffering from seventeen wounds (rll..., no mention of the 
number) which the leeches are unable to heal. 
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When the earl and countess come to the chamber to see Eger, Grime 
fabricates a tale to explain Eger' s sorro~-1ful state. Grime relates a 
successful encounter with Graysteel (HI.., lacking) after which Eger was 
beseiged by fifteen thieves. Eger slew eic3ht of them and the others fled 
(HI.., this tale is garbled at the introductior. {): tr-~·:: tt·iie\1es and the nium-
ber of them Eger slew). Distressed at Eger's 
forty pounds to any leech who can hea 1 Eger ( HL, th+? o-f f ·:r i '"~ 
It is nine (l-ll.., three) days before Winglayne deigr1s to i.ri,~,:.: ::1f·r ar-~d 
her words to him are cruelly curt. She observes that if this 
gave his finger for his life, the next time he will otfer his whole hand (HL, this caustic remark does not appear. After Ylinglayne leaves, Grime 
follows her out and returns quite soon to Eger with an explanation of 
Winglayne's attitude. She was so sorrov,ful on hearing of Eger's wounds 
that she became ill, whereon her father and the leech advised her to re-
main removed from Eger. This situation continues for r:~ 1 ,"'.l. Vo. n, i.,,fe···· C), k e. ) •,·- ..... "-"· .,__,. • 4t ,. ~ 
.;;;;,; • 
Grime tells Eger a tale explaining Winglayne' s !tdr'y" a1: t i.t:-1:i•: to1•tard him. 
One day Grime inquires of Winglayne about 
(HI.., Grime reminds Winglayne that Eger's failure is not a 
lack of strength or prowess but as a result of the faulty 
·-~- ...... ,,-~ .• -, "t"' 
-
._,_.,... ·-· ----· ~ . 
·,·ea.,_., - ·-. c "''-' "· '''.) . ' .. • •-.-¢ ·~·. .. • . ·-
• 
·..... c.· r ' -~.-.· .t::+d· ) • • ,.,. ""* ,> '\;. • 
Grime says it is Eger's intention to battle Graysteel anew. .. -1, • .., t :1•1 1 n r~ 11 .. '1. y· ~~.. •. r. .-..i-•"'··••"-J .'f't""-'# 
.~ .,-~ 
reply is that she has put by many better knights and now, because Eger· has 
failed, she will not marry him. (HL, Winglayne adds that she bade Eger 
not to travel about in search of battles to test his prowess because he 
was as likely to lose as to win. And she heard the night he retu,.rned how 
Eger received his wounds. Now she will have notrlirig to do with him. 
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Grime is di stressed at Winglayne' s words). Grime retu.rns to Eger and ad-
vises that they make some plan to foil their enemies. Eger becomes 
indignant at Grime's suggestion. (HL, Eger does not interrupt. Grime 
explains his plan. Eger should dress and read romances at the window for 
nine days so the whole court can see him. Earl Bragas and the countess 
will be relieved and happy that Eger is feeling so much better. As far 
as Winglayne goes, one cannot trust a wornari, so Grime is not sure how she 
will react. After nine days Eger is to arm himself and take his leave of 
the court, although he is to ignore Winglayne. Ther. -· t: ·:..-'/1 ;--:_-. r 
. ' . .....,.,. ..... 
_; rc·turn 
to Grime and he will dress in Eger' s gear and depart ir1 
:Hav·ing listened to Grime's plan, Eger becomes indignant 
. 
' . .-..,_ j' ;). C • 
. .---..... • t·-·, ... f"'"",. 
._ _ _j ... '---l , ·.··. ' .. J • ~ ~ -- ~ M f • • 
. 
a (""'· ,, ... 
... :..) . . "'" P). 
Gr·ime reveals that something must be done because he has disc,o\t.::-re::1 ·~:'~at 
private messages have passed between Earl Olyas and Winglayne. (HL, adds 
that ·winglayne has given Olyas her consent because she eavesdropped the 
night Eger returned home so badly wounded and thus knows that Eger has been 
defeated. In P Eger never learns that Winglayne eavesdropped). Eger is 
chagrined at this turn of events. He lami:.·nts the loss ot i'iinglayne's love 
(HL, Eger weeps). P continues with Grime's plan. Grime says he has a 
brother, Pallyas, who will help them by takir1g care of 
battles Graysteel in Eger's stead. This is the 
Pallyas agrees to help with the intrigue. Pa 11 ya s ( r iL , _..... . :l -.r - ~..,.,.., .---.. 
.,--J,.ai_ ,-.. t.' t£-lls 
·of a· sword, Erkyin, or Egeking, (HL, unnamed), that belonged ·,:<J . . ' .. . -.. . --. - -41 ... ~ \ 
.._.. """' ~· -- '>e"'.) 
uncle, Sir Egramie (HL, Sir Agarn). Egeking has a noble history (iiL, r~is.-
tory is lacking here). Sir Egrarnie's wife is keeping the sword in a chest 
until her son is old enough to wield it. Grime rides to the wife's castle 
and promises her the deeds to his and Eger's lands (l-ll.,, only Eger's) if 
the sword is lost. (HI.., insertion of the history of the sword here). The 
~ 
I 
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sword is magical in that whatever it meets with will receive great harm. 
Grime takes the sword and returns home. 
(I-IT..., eight days later, after Eger has been seen at the window, Grime 
tells him to prepare to take his leave. Eger gives directions to Grime 
to reach the fair leeche's castle). 
Grime take some gifts to Loosepaine. 
~ r""t ...... "r" I P 11 ( .{L E . a yas , , ~~~, SlJggests that 
Grl·me ackr 
.:;:, . " ;::, 
. . r~, .'] t I ' .h ,··, 
• ' ,,_. • • II, ,; --~ 
lady is the fair leech. Eger replies that there • ' i-1 r, a·· <~::n 3 I ... -- ,,.,.,,......" .---.. --
between her eyes. (HL adds that her bower lies east and 
,· ,--..• -.. ·-
) \ ' ~·· Sc 
' 
. . h 
"•'• ~' c·· ... ., 11 ... 
is a weather cock on it). Eger reads romances for one day (i~, ~~Gl1t 
days) at the window and then prepares to take his leave • 
. good-bye to everyone else Winglayne remains aloof. Final 1 y he says fare-
well to her, to which she says, God keep you better than he did before. 
Eger exits and Grime dons Eger's gear and dr::r,1arts on his journey. (m,.., 
Winglayne sees Grime leave, and supposing r ~ 1""1 ' i I . . ...... .. to be Eger, marvels at the 
hearty display of courage and determination). 
Winglayne goes to Grime's chamber and expresses her surprise at 
Eger's manner of departure. Eger is in bed with double curta::~·; dra~n 
around it. (HL, Winglayne suspects some trickery and tries to 
Eger is in the bed, but it is so dark she is unable to see who is in the 
bed. She assumes that it is Grime and wishes him better health). -. i r>,:9-
" .A~'·-
layne mocks Eger by saying that he merely puts on a show of courage, but 
when he is actually confronted by anotr1er knight his courage fails him. 
In defense of Eger Pallyas relates a tale of Eger's victory over Gornordlne 
and his men in a heathen land. (HL . . ' , 1S quite: . . . . ) "l. --. .,... ,- ·1 .. ,.:1- ·n ··-· r ,,..._ · i ,- 4 r ) " , _ _. I II f " I-'"'·,- 0 C..11 .... A.-'....._ -.·-
._ ,,.,. ,-....,. • The King of 
Beame, for whom Eger had fought, offered Eger r ., .··· .. 1 ..l.. , .. ) as a reward 
for his victory. Eger, however, out of love for Win~rl<ly:~0, decl~~ed the 
reward. Angered at Pallyas, Winglayne leaves (HL, Wingla·1r1t? iea\1 es 
\, 
I 
I 
'· 
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unangered). This is the end of part three of P. 
Grime rides for three days and then meets a squire (HI..., yeoman) who 
explains to Grime that Sir Attelston (HL, Alistoun) and the fair leech's 
brother (HL, slaying of brother lacking) were killed by Graysteel. The 
squire advises Grime that he is riding through Earl Gares' lHL, Earl 
Gorius') land whose heir is a fair maiden. Graysteel has been known to 
slay more than one hundred knights (HL, lackir-:~;). The squire accompanies 
Grime for the first (HL, two) of the remainir19 tv,o (t"·iL, tr~ro::e) r:-~iles to 
the castle of Earl Gares. 
~ut the fair leech. 
Having procured a room at an 
I 
Grime thanks the lady for her kindness the last time he was there. 
Delighted and thankful that the knight she nursed is well, the lady, 
supposing Eger to be before her, kisses Grime (H, no kiss) who has 
already fallen in love with her (HL, instead a conversation ensues about 
where Grime has lodged for the night). As tr1ey stand talking the lady 
steals the glove from Grime's hand, sees that his riar~d is 1,•1hole, and is 
indignant that Eger is not standing before her. t>o stalk 
off, she throws down the jewels Grime had given her. ,....,,, • t .. "~· . u· ", r'"' · .. • •• ,. 
- ~ 'l.,., " .... .- ' 
. 
her, Grime takes her hand and reveals the situation to ti1e . . . l :. .-, . ' . ' . ,-, ~ O i,J ·,. ., • • iii • ~..J· 
• 
accepts the explanation and respects Grime for his part in the ir~tr igue. 
The lady sends a maiden (HI.., a boy) to fetch Grime's horse and gear from 
the • 1.nn. 
In P, after a rich supper, Grime goes to a chamber to sleep. The lady 
follows him to play a psaltery by his bedside. As she plays, she and her 
two maidens often weep. Grime ex pres s e s hi s curio s i t ~,. a t tr; f:· 
of the lovely playing combined with the sorrowing. 
.. . t ,ha 
..... "" Graysteel had slain her brother and husband. She has kno11rn Gra·,.,-)t.i.:c-l to 
' 
1! 
I 
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,ki.11 more than one hundred knights. His strength waxes from midnight to 
noon and wanes from noon to midnight. Graysteel, explains the lady, is 
craftier on horseback than on foot. The lady then leaves the chamber. 
(~ no bedroom scene appears. Their conversation presumably takes 
place in the great hall. Loosepaine expla 1 r1s to Grime that, because 
Graysteel is so feared by everyone, if Grime is victorious in battle, she 
can guarantee that whatever he desires will be gra~t·~d. 
tions her husband and begins to weep. Gr l.ffi• e VOWS t· O him· <: P 1 f ~· ,~ .. , ci ;·:. r . ._ .,... o, y· .. .... _,. - .... .. . ....,. ....... ' -~~ +..J- ...,,. • 
Graysteel and win Loosepaine. Grime is directed to his cham:Jer) • 
. In tne morning as Grime prepares to depart to battle Graysteel, the 
.la.ciy bids Grime to thi11k on his love as he fights; she will not ask hi.m 
to.think on her, she says. (ill,, as Grime passes out of the castle many 
of the women weep to see such a brave knight who surely will be slain). 
This is the end of part four of P. 
Approaching Graysteel's forbidden land, Grime discerns two (HL, one) 
fords in the river, crosses by one of them, and begi~s to ride about on 
Graysteel' s land. Grime is conscious that GraystC::·el r~:a~i ',•.a::~ ·,,it.ti. l evening 
to do battle. (HI.., Grime dismounts, drinks some i.•iine, and t!"4it-s.k s atH)Ut 
Loosepaine). 
Meanwhile two watches have spied Grime and have advised Graysteel of 
the trespasser. Arming himself in gold and taking a red spear and a red 
shield (HL, all is red) Graysteel rides toward Grime, who yells a challenge 
at him. In the long and ferocious battle v.rhicr1 ensues, Grime defeats 
Graysteel. While the knights have been fighting, their horses have also 
been battling with each other. Grime parts the horses. He then chops off 
one of Graysteel's hands. Meanwhile the other kniohts and ladies. of _, 
Graysteel's castle mourn for him, but there are no challE:r1ges ir:ade to 
21 
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Grime because Graysteel had ordered that at his death his slayer should 
be allowed to ride away. 
Grime rides back to the inn in Earl Gares' land. Everyone is astound-
ed at Grimes's return. Grime declines the innkeeper's offer of lodging in 
favor of Loosepaine's castle. (l-ll.., Grime asks, the innkeeper to guide him 
to Loosepaine's chambers). Loosepaine is at supper bu~ being distressed 
by what she believes Grime's fate to be, she eats Grime knocks 
at her door. Loosepaine is so overwhelmed at his unexr:;,f; -t·?::i ~{)t·.;:=:-:-·. th.at 
s_he kisses him twenty times. (HL, instead of knockirig im:n~:·j:a-:.·.·l·/ at 
Loosepaine' s door, Grime has the innkeeper try to enter 1.vi thout rna,: ing 
Grime's presence known. The innkeeper gives the wine bottle, that L,,oose--
paine had given to Grime, as a token from Grime. Loosepaine, thinking 
that Grime would rather lodge at the inn than at her castle feels hurt. 
Grime finally speaks and Loosepaine joyfully opens the door). Grime shows 
her Graysteel' s hand and Loosepaine blushes (HL, p-ales) to see the hand 
that slew her brother and husband. 
After a rich supper Loosepaine tends Grime's vJounds. She feels that 
.she should be his wife. (I-ll..., Loosepaine praises Grim·:: for r:i:; courage and 
his loyalty to Eger. She assures Grime that her 
whatever he desires. She leaves to bring the earl to the cha::--.!:,,-·:-, • .. Loose-
paine goes to the great hall and proclaims Graysteel's death. 
marvels at the hand of Graysteel with its many fine rings (HL, Loosepaine 
tells her father to go to Grime's chamber to see the hand and other tokens 
of Graysteel. She sununarizes for those present the story of Eger's adven-
ture with Graysteel, the problem of Winglayne 1 s demand, and the subsequent 
intrigue to reinstate Eger in Winglayne's good graces. The following 
morning (HL, the same evening) the earl goes to reward Grime with whatever 
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he desires. The earl offers the hand of his daughter and so it is decid-
ed that the lady and Grime will be wedded. Earl Gares is so joyful at the 
destruction of his formidable foe Graysteel that he also offers Grime two 
r:obes worth four hundred pounds (HL, robes are lacking). This is the end 
.of part five in P. 
(HI.., the innkeeper guides Grime on his trip home for a while and t.hen 
'b-ids good-bye. Grime rides until evening when he mei:?t-, a:\ :_~-,:·.:-·:·>·~·Fr~:- com-
ing home from a fair. Grime is invited to stay the ri i :--:;111 t at ts\•· . ~ ,t···-. ,f~ ~*-:.~,;·.t. 
Grime arrives home and leaves the horses outside tr,e castie i=--~ the 
f-or·est for Eger to bring in later (HL, Pallyas brings them). Eger is 
elated to see r1is sworn brother. Grime advises Eger to go to the forest 
and bring in the horses and Graysteel 's gear. Tomorro\•1 Eger is to display 
everything to the court. (HL, Grime and Eger st.-,i tch gear and Eger goes 
immediately to the court to di splay Gray :.:.t·~ •.::: l 's c~c·a r) . Eoer is advised ,-A 
G . ' 1 · )_· - ;,.7)~ :t"' IF°'; r r .... m,_ ao .. .;) !"- a·· ..... • 1· e,· I• ( ,! Ii'~ ... - ' ' • \ii,. ' 
by Grime to behave curtly toward Winglayne. 
and goes to Earl Bragas to indict Winglayne. He a C Ce· T' + ·<- "' h "l " ',, ' . ' ;;) .;:) .... ..... ,.:, L •• <- '·. • • d A "' I ... : .. -.., '"·. -~ ~ ;, ·lf""'i;_- A fl .... ,.._(,.t,,.~.,. 
' not forced Eger to battle Graysteel a second time he .. ,,ould J)r;=:i::a: ~ ·!· ;,r· 
alive right now. Instead he has surely become one of Graysteel • s ,,ictir:-~s.. 
Earl Bragas and the countess go to a mass. (HI.., Gri.me's complaint agai:1st 
Winglayne and the attendance of mass is lacking). Eger appears and is 
joyfully received by all the court. As Grime advised, Eger snubs Winglayne 
and says he will go to Garnwicke the follo,,·:ing day. (HL, Winglayne is so 
distressed that she goes to Grime's chamber to ask him to intercede for 
her with Eger). Earl Bragas offers Grime forty po1.1:-;rj:.) to convince Eger 
that he should remain at court and marry his daught·:::r. 
The correspondence of P and HL terminates here. The ending of Pis 
as follows. 
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Grime and Eger go to their chamber. There Grime gives the better of 
the two robes to Eger. Soon they go to a rich dinner during which 
and Winglayne reconcile themselves. The wedding is announced. In fifteen 
days the ceremony is performed and there is a feast for forty days. 
Following the feasting Eger, Grime, and Pallyas proceeded to Earl Ga.res• 
land, where Grime marries Loosepaine. 
Pallyas, having been dubbed a knight by Gares, goes with Eger and 
Grime to Graysteel 's land where they kill his deer ar~1ci Jf~ tro')' his parks 
q.nd other areas. Graysteel's only child, Emyas, marries Pallya:;. The 
thr.ee knig·hts live happily ever after. 
The ending of HL is 151 lines longer. Eger has just snubbed Winglayne 
who runs to Grime for help. Grime rebukes Winglayne by reminding her of 
her foolish words to Eger and states that Eger has turned from her to a 
new love. But if she publicly comes in reverence before him, Grime thinks 
Eger will forgive her. Eger enters and tells Grime he is welcome to Wing-
layne since he (Eger) has another love in tov,ri. Pallyas and a maiden 
notice that Winglayne is paling so they lead her a1.•.1ay. After r•'i'i:-:giayne 
i$ gone, Grime explains to Eger that she loves him still. 
tb state that Winglayne nas fainted and advises Eger to go ta ,-1 • ··_-. ,-w .. '•-:L - • 
!"eturns 
G. . ......... .,;,,;,;, . . r· . r fl<~~ "" ..... ,.. , 
however, advises Eger to remain aloof from her as she did witt1 him. The 
following morning Grime advises Eger to hunt in the forest. wnile Eger 
hunts, Grime tells Winglayne that Eger has left, perhaps to see his love. 
When Eger returns Winglayne goes to him and kneels before him in reverence. 
Grime explains to Eger that she is repentant and should be forgiven. The 
marriage takes place and there is a celebration for twelve days. . . 
One day Grime decides to return to Loosepa ir:e' s, lar:cJ. Grime and 
another knight, Sir Hew, pass into Gares' land. There they come upor, the 
I 
\ 
II 
-. . ·~ ,_ 
:( 
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inn where Grime had stayed on his journey home. At first the innkeeoer 
• 
does not recognize his guest but heartily welcomes Grime when he i:ii ~covers 
who he is. Grime sends the innkeeper to Loosepaine to tell her Grime ·.,.·ill 
l""e..dge at her castle. 
Grime goes to the castle, enjoys a rich meal and finally, after much 
conversation with Loosepaine, retires to a cham.ber for the night. Soon 
the two are married. 
After twenty days, Grime lets it be known that he challenges any one 
:to battle. Also Grime writes to Eger. 
to Eger and returns soon to Gares' land with Eger. 
tneir friendship and ask that all in the land be assembled. 
When Grime dies and is laid in his grave, Eger in a burst of grief 
blurts out the intrigue with Grime and that Grime is the real slayer of 
Graysteel. Winglayne is outraged and decides irrmediately to live a re-
1·igious life. 
Eger goes to Rome and is absolved by the pope and then proceeds to 
Rhodes, where he is a captain for two years. When he learns that Winglayne 
has died, he marries Loosepaine • 
. .......__ 
.... 
Introduction to Comparisons 
The scope of the investigation of the relative artistic merit of P 
and HL is necessarily limited in two directions. First, b·ecause the ver-
sions relate essentially the same tale (except for the endings), there will 
b:e· no attempt to evaluate the progression of P a ncJ ~lL 1,vi tr1 r.:: f erence to 
general plot or theme. The story is a given. . ·. ~ r·~I, .···1 ,::• ..,.., 
--· ... __ .. -.. ~ Altr. 
Ylhat 
.. 
t·ion are those passages in each version that have either no or little 
correspondence with the other version. 
The second limitation of the scope of this study c'Jncerns the com-
posers' styles. An attempt to evaluate verse style is at best a subjective 
undertaking. When it is combined with the consideration of an older form 
of our language, it is likely to become pretty tenuous, indeed, at any 
rate, inconclusive. 
Two areas I have investigated are the consistencies of character and 
plot as each version presents them. . . ~ ... ,...,. ', .. ~• I . ' I ,·. _I I' ··,'i ·if «~"' .,__, ·;.,."'i, ... ..... 
• 
consis-
HL pre sent s an a lrno :~, t 
tent Winglayne who is more than a flat character. The 
Winglayne in P, on the other hand, is inconsistent and . . . C Ol"''\ f"\ 11 i," ,. • • • ~. ~ • 4 I ,...,1. """" _,_ •. *- 1 • _.., {...i -~- • • • Eger, Grime, Loosepaine, and Graysteel are on the whole rather cor1s: ~.tt1nt 
in both versions, although the manner of the presentation of Grime in HL 
is much more effective than in P. 
There are also several inconsistencies in P, which do not occur 1,n HL, 
.in the presentation of characters' motivatior1s. There exist as well pass-
ages in P that, while they are not technically inconsistent in the presen-
tation of motivation, are jarring to our sense of logic. In the general 
category of character motivations there is only one instar,ce of inconsis-
tency in HL compared with several in P. Examples of these ca t e r1 o r i es and ,d/r 
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of the following points of investigation will be presented later. 
In the area 9f plot there are several, specific inconsistencies or 
·a·t least points of difficulty in P, while tnere is none in HL. 
An investigation of thematic development yields scanty information 
because the versions are basically (with the exception of the endings) 
the same. The basic theme, i.e., the presenta t ior; ,of s;,•.-orr--. brotherhood 
~nd the nobility of character, devotion, and courage that say ~)e ~equired 
o_f one of the brothers when called upon by the other, 
the same emphasis and effectiveness in both versions. 
. 
. .. ' l S P-T' r, ,- 1 -. •·· 1 D -, I - ' ~ ,-,. - ..... .,... .~; ---~ • • ''"-~ :-_, .. .,,1. I I ..., .;.,.. • ' 
cause for this is the nature of tne given romance. The original of P and 
HL must have been quite clear in its goal to portray sworn brotherhood, 
and P and HL merely followed through in their versions. Neither the in-
consistencies in the versions nor the difficult passages hinder the 
effective presentation of the theme. 
Other areas of investigation are: 
1. Exaggeration in P 
2. Contradictory numbers in HL 
3. Details in P that are illogical in nature 
4. Whole passages in HL that are botched 
Although all the remaining deviations of the versions concern expan-
sions of some sort, they are difficult to categorize. Consequently they 
have been placed in the following simple but instructive categoriesa 
effective expansions, confusing expansions, expansions. 
My conclusions very generally are that HL . l S ffi 'U C r~·. '".' .. r_'' r .-. - II, • ,,j,. ~-,; ..... L-.- on 
the whole than P. On tne basis of consistency of charact_e:ri::at: :. az~id 
consistency of plot there can be no doubt that HL is artisticall'/ 
On the other hand, there are things about P that are far superior to r-lL. 
Suffice i't to say at this point in the paper tnat the romance as it 
appears in 1-ll.. is generally superior when compared to Pon the basis of 
Consistency and logic. Paradoxically perhaps, P triumphs when the 
criterion is effectiveness • 
• 
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Characterization 
Winglayne 
Of the five major characters: Eger, Grime, Winglayne, Graysteel, 
a-nd Loosepaine, only the characterization of \'Jinglayne shows a marked 
difference in the two versions. It is re\varciir~~; to investigate her char-
acterization by examining the early passages ir1 v,hicr-1 :.;t1e aooears. . . 
Winglayne's characterization differs from the start. The following 
passages appear in the early part of the romance: 
P they had noe Child but a daughter younge, in the world was none soe fayre thing: They called that Ladye wingla~yc: husband wold she neuer ha ue :-.o:-.e, Neither for gold nor yett for good, 
nor for noe highnese of h~s ~Jlood, 
without he would with sv.rords dcrit 
win euery bat te 11 \Nhere r1e \\1:~r.t. 
soe there were many in that Realme rich, but they cold find but few such. (7-16) 
HL And his Daughter Winliane, 
Husband would she never have nane, Neither for gold nor yet for good, Nor yet for highness of h~s 1Jlood, But only he that through sv101~ds dint, That ever wan and never tint. Als there was men in that Kinrick, Many one, but very f evv s ik, They sought far off her for to fang, And she was maiden wonder lang. (7-16) 
Winglayn·e 1 s characteristics in P are: she is 
1. An only child 
2. Young 
3. Peerlessly fair 
4. She has a criterion for her husband 
5. Few such knights that fit her standard exist 
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In HL the points concerning Winglayne are: 
1. She has a criterion for a husband 
2. Few such knights that fit her standard exist 
3. They have searched for a knight for her 
4. She was a virgin for "wonder lar1g" 
Unlike in P, in HL one knows that Winglayne has been loo~ing for a husband 
for "wonder lang"--quite some time. In P the ll·nes t'nat· arP.i· .. · 1--.r~-:.i, : .... ~.~ -- -- t.:1\.-.. , ......... ,"~ j,, 
-""'·"'" .......... 
express the youth of Winglayne; and there is no mention of a 
We are given to believe that in P Winglayne is still young. The impression 
given by HL is not of a spinster figure exactly, but neither is she seem-
ingly ·the typical "fair young thing 11 v,ho appears in so many romances. As 
one reads Pone might subconsciously say to oneself, yes, here she is--the 
typical fair young maiden whom I have met many times HL protnpts 
nothing of the sort. Instead of a stock character ty;)i al of r:~ar1'/ romances, 
one is presented with a perhaps more intriguing character, a character one 
wa.nts to watch and to know more about. 
The next time we hear about Winglayne, she is eavesd.ropping below Eger 
and Grime's window as Eger tells his sorry tale to Grime: 
p for the Lady that Egars loue was, her chamber was within a litle space; 
of Sir Egar shee soe sore thoL1ght that shee lay wakened, & sle0p·~d nought. a scar 1 et t Ma n t 1 e ha t h s 11 e t:: t a :.-:::: , to Grimes chamber is she(C., gor:;~,; 
shee heard them att a priu~c dinn, 
shee stayd without, & carne r.ct iri. 
when shee heard that Egars Lociye was in distresse, shee loued his body mickle ·the ~orse. 
words this lady wold not say, but turned her backe & v1ent awaye. (365-376) 
HI. Upon her love she had great thought, She lay waking and sleeped nought, And at the window had great ight: When she perceived there v1as a light, And longed sore to speak with him, 
She trowd right well that he was come. 
A scarlet mantle hath she tane, 
And ~t_7o the chamber is she gane, 
She heard them with a privie din, 
She stood right still, and stood within, 
Under the wall she stood so st~ll 
Heard the manner that it was il~, 
she had no more things for ~o frame, 
But to her chamber past again. (457-470) 
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Winglayne's specific reaction to Eger's unfortunate ·::xpcrience with Gray-
steel and his subsequent suffering is expressed in the last two couplets 
of each passage. 
In P when Winglayne understands that Eger has been defeated and 
wounded quite badly she "loued his body mickle the worse." Note that 
there is definitely no compassion or sympathy. Winglayne appears to be 
totally bitter and self-centered in her reaction to Eger's state. One 
can perhaps appreciate that Winglayne is an only child and thus the heir 
to the castle; and, therefore, she desires, demand:; th•:: most stalwart and 
effective protector-husband for her castle. 
Con-
sequentl y, her disappointment in Eger' s fa i 1 ure is who l: "/ ·1:-: ir· r •,ta ;,da bl e. 
But Winglayne fails as a human being by her unequivocal lack 
compassion. It is important to distinguish here between the la,;t two 
·-
couplets in P and HL. That P presents Winglayne as ruthless, ungrateful, 
and pitiless in her action is fully evident. HL, on the other hand, is 
consistent in the description of Winglayne's conduct. Upon learning that 
Eger has been defeated, Winglayne leaves. There is no indication of her 
attitude beyond the fact that she seems to be disappointed, which, as has 
been noted, is an appropriate reaction. 
The third time we hear of Winglayne she has finally gone to see the 
--:wounded Eger in his chamber: 
P shee saies, 'how doth that wounded Knight?' 
then answered Gryme both wise & wight, 
' 
'he doth, Madam, as yee may see.' 
'infaith,' said the Lady, 'thats litle pittye1 he might full well haue bidden att home; worshipp in that Land gatt rie ::or:c; he gaue a ffingar to lett r11rn gaitcje, the next time he will offer vp the whole hand.' 
(451-458) 
HL Sir, how doth your sore wounded man, Or how hath he sped in his fare. Said, not so well as mister were: So is it hapned as you may see. Not one forethinkes so much as ye. The Lady said, so have I feel, I might have thol d he l1a d done: 1,ve 11, And better sped in h-is joarney. Sir Eger asked where he lay. Then meekly said the Lady free To sir Eger, Now how do ye? I rede you be of counsel clean, Ye will not cose, Sir, as I ween. I think your love be in no vJeer, Therfore I rede you make good chear. Sir Eger said, fifty ch ear v.'e 11 is, But even a s I may vv -i th t r1 i s , As before when better hath been, I will not mend suppose I mean. Then said the Lady, Certes nay, It mends not though ye do sway, Fortune will not then from you wend, Nor yet from me though I should send: But for f o 11 i e to set at v; it , And so I must then do with it. She no more tidings did refrain, But bounded to her chamber again. (548-574) 
Both P and HL, which have established thus far 
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interpreta-
tions of tne character of Winglayne, are consistent in the third mention 
of Winglayne. 
In Pone can easily visualize this scene. Winglayne has finally 
,de·igned to visit Eger after nine (HL, three) days. She has, ho,•;ever, 
entered the chamber with a mocking, distainful attitude. Her only remark 
is the nasty conjecture that at the next encounter Eger will surrender 
his whole hand rather than a mere finger in return for his life. In P 
Winglayne displays a strikingly clear and consistent character thus far. 
I 
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She is determined to marry only that knight who is peerless and undefeated. 
She is brazenly ruthless in her treatment of Eger. 
While l-ll... is consistent in its own, more softened handling of the 
Eger-Winglayne relationship in this third of Winglayne, it is not 
nearly so effective as P. The entire visit o: to Eger•s chamber 
is managed in a dissimilar fashion. 
at a11. 22 Instead , in HI.. the re i s a con v er sat i on f i r st !Jc~ t ·,,, ·=· • ·: . 
and Grime and then with Eger. Winglayne remarks that she t.•,i:>hcs E9f·z:· :-.a,d 
fared better in his journey. Then in a rather confused conversatior~ i'tith 
Eger, Winglayne seems to say that their love is in no danger, so Eger 
should be of good cheer. Eger replies that he knows he cannot mend the 
damage he has done to his reputation. Wir1glayne leaves then after having 
stayed only a few minutes. Thus, although the corre:;po~ding passage to 
Winglayne's devastating lines in P is difficult to ur;ci•:::-,· t.ar:·d, it seems to 
indicate a more subdued attitude on the part of Yiingla·/:1·:. 
" pa.ssa.ge is so nearly incomprehensible, it is less effective 
though the HL passage appears to be consistent with the established cr~ar-
acterization of Winglayne in HL. 
Winglayne next appears when Grime asks her if she still considers 
Eger to be her favorite knight: 
p 'all that while Egar that was the Knight that wan the degree in euery fight, for his sake verelye 
Manye a better I haue put by; therfor I will not bidd h~m ryde, Nor att home I will not b~d him abyde, Nor of his Marriage I haue >~otr1irig adoe; I watt not, Gryme, what thou saist therto.• 
:HL Sir Grahame, ye wot this many day, For him better I put away: For I was of such nowrishing, I would have none for no kin thing, Neither for riches nor renown, 
(477-484) 
For lands breadth nor provision, But he that wan with his hands two. Sir eger was called one of tho, Called the best when he came hame, How ever he wrought such wac::_, his name. In companie such name he gat, How ever he did, such was his hap: I bade him let his journey be, Make not this travel all for me: I said, such field he may come in, Wa s a s ab 1 e to t in e or VJ i n .. I strake the nail upon the head, All that he wan ye may soon sead: For trust ye me right v;ill, Sir Grahame, I wist the matter all sensy~e: For the first night that he came home, I heard your words every eachone, Under your chamber window stood, And heard your carping ill and good: I will not bid him for to b1cie~ 
, Nor yet him counsel for to ride, Neither consent I will thereto. Of his wedding I have no do. 
the points in Pare: 
(647-674) 
) 
· ·1. Winglayne says that because Eger won every battle, she put better knights by tor him 
2. Now she will not bid him ride or abide 
3. She will not marry him 
HL a:dds to these two points: 
1. She asked him not to go on this quest for honor because he might lose as well as win 
2. She reveals to Grime that she eavesdropped and knows all 
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The most significant addition to be considered in a discussion of the 
characterization of Winglayne is her bidding to Eger to "make not this 
travel all for me." Apparently satisfied v;itr-1 EcJer's accomplishments and 
honor before the G:raysteel encounter, Winglayr-1c: ·.-;as con1:c·r:t to marry Eger. 
She had Warned h].ffi• aga1·nst J·ourney1·ng to f1"nd n·ew PPCQ: 1 •:r,·.r,,· ~-0 ,-:-,•-.t~,*'.>r·t'P j - ',,._ • • "--" ~._.it ii, ~ "-·- ~ ... • . .1 ,,_ • • __ ., ,. • ti • (.l, ... w ",,,,.,,- 1-s 
his renown. But he did venture forth and now he must 
' Winglayne seems here less of the hardened, determined hero-seeker tr.at ~tie 
... 
I 
II 
II 
V 
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.• ... ·p 
-1·S' 10 . ··. • She is portrayed more realistically, and is more fully develo~d 
tha·n in P. P gives one the distinct impression that Eger pitted h, ; r--,. r. p \ • • it ........ ,_ .. ).';•_• •• 
against Graysteel because Winglayne drove him to it. One tends to blame 
Winglayne in P for Eger's sorry state. In HL, however, the situation is 
entirely different. That Eger is wounded is his own doing; Winglayne had 
even asked him not to go. Thus, in HL Winglayne does seem to be more of 
a heroine typical of romances; she is gentle but firm. She set a standard 
for her knight, who successfully satisfied it. Then in a quest for even 
more honor than he already had acquired, he lost a battle and thereby 
failed the heroine's standard, and, consequently, lost his love. Winglayne 
in HL, therefore, is not the ruthless, inhuman character \•le fir.d ir: ?. 
When we hear of Winglayne again, while she acts differently in each 
v~rsion there is essentially little more characterization. The scene 
(P 11. 654-678; HL 11. 1041-1082) is where Grime has ridden off full of 
determination in Eger's gear in search of Graysteel. Winglayne is quite 
amazed at Eger's fortitude and makes her way straight to Grime's chamber. 
In P Winglayne enters, sits in a chair pro,;ijE·ci t)y Pallyas and remarks 
that while Eger seemed fierce as he left the castlf::, he ,,,,ill certainly 
falter when the time comes to fight. Thus Y/ins3la~'n·:: tt;rr.s ~,•,i"1at could have 
been a compliment into a cutting, nasty remark. 
:ment appears). Winglayne's remark prompts the "heathenesse" ~;tor~/ r··y 
Pallyas. Eger, meanwhile, has been lying in the bed with double curtains 
drawn about it, so that Winglayne does not realize that Eger is there. 
Nor is there any mention of Grime's being there. (Grime pretends he is 
sick and must stay in bed while Eger is gone; actually Eger is the one 
who stays in bed and heals while Grime goes to battle Graysteel in Eger•s 
stead). 
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In HL, however, Winglayne goes in to the chamber of Eger and Grime; 
and, declining Pallyas' offer of a chair, wisks immediately over to the 
bed and peers in. She is unable to see who is there because there is 
very little light in the room. She inquires of Eger, thinking him to be 
Grime, how he is faring. After this she elicits PJllyas' story of the 
"heathenesse" by degrading Eger. Thus, HL suppl i ·:: ::. a riot .. r1f:r cha racteri s-
tic of Winglayne by direct presentation: Winglayne 
being fooled by the sworn brothers. This is not included in P. 
However, while HL is expanded in this passage, one does not need it 
·to understand Winglayne's character. As P stands this scene 
effective and not marred by the lack of suspicion. Moreover, notice in 
the passage from HL that while HL is vivid and highly pictorial and adds 
·a-n element of suspense, one might be confused when Winglayne pulls back 
th.e: curtains and trys to discern who is in the bed. Winglayne goes to the 
bed to see if Eger is there: 
HL She thought to have him lying there, But in the bed was not sir Eger, The window closed to hide the l1ght, That she of him might get no s~gl1t: The courtaines they were all dra·:;n in, That on no wise they might be f\0~n. She drew the courtaines and stood within, And all amazed spake to hirn: 
Then meened to him his d1stress, Heart or the head whether it was. And his sickness less or rnare, And then talked of sir Eger. (1053-1064) 
One cannot be sure that she is speaking to Grime, but such app·ears 
to be the situation. One wonders why Eger v,ould not give away the intrigue 
when he answered Winglayne's questions about his health. In terms of 
effectiveness, the shorter P far outweighs Hl' c, e:'<par1sion. The idea of 
HL is admirable and well intentioned, but the prr: (., ·.~·r;ta t.: ()!1 fa 11 s short. 
In conclusion, P portrays Winglayne as a yourig ar1d fair rnaidE·n who 
' 
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has set a standard for the knight she will marry. Eger, having fulfilled 
the standard, is her favorite knight until he is defeated. Then, with no 
regard whatsoever for his feelings, she abandons him when he is in dire 
need of comfort. Winglayne is persistent in snubbing him up to the point 
of his victorious return (actually Grime's) frorn Gray~;te:(::l 's land. She 
• 
then abandons her contempt of Eger and desires him once 
. .· . a.gain. (This inconsistency of action is discussed later in 
-on character motivation). Until this reversal Winglayne is consister.tiy 
ruthle.ss in her treatment of Eger. 
In HL Winglayne is initially described as one who has set a standard 
·f·or; t·he knight she will marry but, although she has searched a long time, 
no -one has been found. Eger is the first to fulfill her conditions. Upon 
Eger's defeat she treats him curtly, but there is no pitilessness or 
hauteur in her attitude. Further, she expl a i :1 ·:_; to Gr ir..<: t:1a t she- does 
love Eger and is sorry he has failed her standard. 
bit more compassionate in her actions toward Eger. The abo~t-ta ~ ~~ ia 
:is as unmotivated as it is in P; but the final reconciliatior. is 
since we know Winglayne really does love Eger, whereas in P she has or~ly 
shown contempt and ungratefulness toward him. HL then is superior in the 
portrayal of Winglayne as a motivated, therefore·more rounded character; 
whereas in P, she is a flat character in her constant pitilessness and the 
final reconciliation remains completely unpreparr)d for. This is not to 
say that the character of Winglayne in P cannot ~Jc ' . ~ i. , r i, o· •• r '. t 
·O· r" r' ...... J, ~ • - .... ._-,,) .• ..,.. - .,,) .,.,,; • Perhaps 
the intensity other character there makes any kind of extre~e behavior 
believable. But it is clear that HL does not want to leave tt'.i:, r:i:,.d of 
thing up to his reader's imagination. 
' 
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.Loos·epaine 
It is not necessary to compare the characterization of Loosepaine in 
HL and P. She is consistent and the same in both versions. She is a 
. lovely young lady who has supernatural healing powers which she applies 
to Eger and Grime after their encounters with Graysteel. Just as she 
recognizes how to heal the knights' physical wounds, she also perceives 
:and. i:s considerate of Eger's wounded pride. Loosepaine provides both 
:k-nig·hts with entertainment and sumptuous feasts. Gentl~? in every \'lay, she 
-i~ an excellent foil for Winglayne. She advises Gr l• fri ····. -, ',, 0' 1 • •. -~ - -. '' ,..._ •· ,..,_ .. ~ l I 5 I'' ct 'l ·, ·'':::1·''•\..•--•""'* - • ·- .i_J ''-,.,,' ,_, -·~...;.. -'.,_- 1 ·;..-_:'.. ""'" .,,_.. 
waxi·ng: :and waning strength (only in P) and warns him that Gra~,..~·~·~:el is 
much better on horseback than on foot. While she is eager for r•?~/ft:·;r;(: on 
Graysteel, who has slain her husband and brother, she warns Grime agair~st 
seeking to battle against the red knight. 
The only notable difference is the names of Loosepaine and Lillias. 
Loosepaine's name is explained in P: 
p why was shee called Loospaine? 
a better Leeche was none certaine. (1407-8) 
Naturally this explanation is lacking in HL. 
Eger 
We are introduced to Eger early in the romance in both versionsa 
P there was in that same time 
a curtoous knight called Sir Grime; 
& of Garwicke Lord was hee; 
he was a wise man and a w~ttye. 
soe there was in that same place 
a young Knight men called ~gace, 
but his name was Sir Eger, 
for he was but a poore bachlour, 
for his elder brother vJa =:, l i ua nde, 
& gouerned all his fathers LQ~ci. 
Egar was large of blood & .:)or1e, 
but broad Lands had hee r10~12, 
but euermore he wan the }1onour 
through worshipp of his bright armour; 
& for loue that he \va s so v;._:::11 taught, 
euer he lusted & hee fouaht~ 
._.) •' & because he was soe well proued, 
the Erles daughter shee him Loued. 
they Ladye granted her goocJ \\·i 11, 
her father sented there soone till, 
he was glad that shee wold, 
tnat shee wold in hart fold 
for to take vntill her fere 
a baru rn_7 or else a bacheleere. 
these Knights Sir Egar & Sir Grime, 
they were fellowes good & fine. 
HL But in that Court tnere was a Knight 
An hardy man both good and wight, 
They called him Sir Eger, 
And he was but a Batcheler: 
His eldest brother was livand, 
And brooked all his fathers land, 
Yet was he courteously taught, 
And he sought battels far, and fought, 
And conquered the honour, 
With weapons and with armour: 
Both in battels and in fight: 
While on a time that she him heght, 
And she granted him her good-will, 
Her Father assented soon theretill, 
Her friends were fa in that s 1-1 (:: '.:;01Jl d 
Once in her heart it for to 1-10 l ci. 
That she would have to her a p~er, 
A Barron or a Batchelier. 
There was into that Earles train 
A young Knight that heght Sir Grahame. Sir Eger and he, 
(19-44) 
They were of one companie. (19-40) 
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I'n P there are certain points that are lacking in HLs 
1. Eger is young 
2. He is called Egace 
3. Eger is "large of blood and bone" 
ln HL tnere is one thing that is lacking in P: Eger is "an hardy man both 
g_ood and wight." 
The only significant deviation in Pis the mention of Eger's youth. 
That he was also called Egace is no further characterization; nor does the 
fact that he was "large of blood & bone" delineate his character beyond a 
physical description that one expects to apply to most heroes of ranance. 
So Eger's youth is the only significant change for our purposes. Skipping 
over to HL for one moment, Eger's attributes ir1 1-IL 
:are amply implied by the entire passage of P. Thus ' I ~ r .. •· \,..,, .  ._-, 
ing in P provides no further characterization in HL and 
necessary to understand Eger's characterization. 
are lacking in P 
lack-
We are left then with one significant point of deviations Eger's 
youth which is mentioned only in P. By itself this p·oint has no signifi-
cance. It does, however, when we note the comparison of the characteriza-
tion of Grime. 
The lines introducing Grime have been included above with those about 
Eger. Briefly reviewing those passages in P and i-lL that concern Grime, 
one learns that in P Grime is: 
1. "Courteous" (well mannered) 
2. Lord of Garwicke 
3. Wise 
4. "Wi ttye" (knowing) 
In HL Grime is: 
1. Part of the Earl's train 
40 
2. Young 
There are two points of interest: Grime's youth and the position of the 
descriptions introducing Grime. 
In considering the implications of tne mention of Grime's youth in 
HL, it must be noted that in f Grime's age goes unmentioned ,,,hile we learn 
instead that Eger is young. In HL only Grime is described as young while 
Eger's age is not mentioned. These points, when cor1sidered in light of 
the positions of the descrip~ions of Eger ana Grime, indicate an interest-
ing: result • 
Reviewing the long passages that characterize the knights we have the 
f:01::1owing points. 
~Olar description: 
Notice the order and the relative length of each 
p 
-HL 
Description bf 
Grime 
Eger 
Love of Eger and Winglayne Brotherhood 
Description of 
Eger 
Love of Eger and Winglayne Grime 
Brotherhood 
Number of Lines 
4 
12 
8 
2 
Number of Lines 
11 
7 
2 
2 
Passage 
19-22 
23-34 
35-~:;2 
Passaae J 
19- . __ <) 
3(' -, ~ 
. J·- ~~>D 
37-38 
39-40 
In P, by placing the description of Grime before that of Eger, one retains 
Grime as a character in one's mind while reading about Eger. The focus 
appears to be on both knights at the same time. Further, in P there are 
three lines of actual description of Grime, while in l-il... there is really 
only one word describing Grime: "young." In HL the description of Grime 
inunediately precedes tne description of sworn brotr1r::rhoc)cj. Thus, in the 
opening 1 ines of HL we see Grime once and only as the other r:-;err;r)er of the 
brotherhood. HL proceeds then to the tale of Eger and Graystcel, as does 
• 
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.P. Btit in P we have met Grime before Eger and we remeet him as part of 
·the brotherhood. Thus the introduction of Grime in P is as an important 
character--we watch both Eger and Grime; in HL the focus is plainly on 
Eger only. As Eger relates his story one tends to forget who is listen-
ing. 
That the above argument is valid is indicated by George Kane's 
Cbnilusions which were considered earlier. Indicating in a footnote 
that he is using the L version, Kane observes: 
Eger and Grime is marred by a serious misdirect ion of sympathy for v;h; er·: tr~:·?: 
author is responsible by h-i s 1Jr:c1~:t.~_cc:1l 
acceptance ot an unsat 1 s factor·; r-l Jt. Eger is the hero of the story, J)ll t. :: i ~·. : .. :.·.·orn brother Grime, in the cours·::.: of 2: ... ~·xped-ition to win the Lady Wingla~~0 ror Eger , earn s not on 1 y our a drn -; r a t, i. or·: rJ u t also all the sympathy that v;e should have had for the hero.23 
Such a view is accounted for by Kane's use of the L (the H.L) version. 
Indeed, the romance in HL seems to be guilty of a "serious misdirection 
of sympathy" because Eger is introduced first and described in more de-
·tail than Grime, while Grime is introduced by a mere tt,•;o 1 iries that 
describe him only as "young." P, however, . , ~ ' . . . . . . avold c -n,c .. M,~•a-irnr~1Q0 ~. l.. ...... ---.:.J ,f i • - ··=-' 
- ..... -~ ~- 'L"""' ..... ·• ~ by 
introducing Grime first, thus allowing us to retain hin1 .i:. ,:;i•;r 
w.e: hear· about Eger. Also in P Grime is described to a greater 
than he is in HL, albeit the description is not as long or involved as 
Eger's is. 
One might suspect that further characterization would result as Eger 
relates his adventure with Graysteel and Loosepaine. But pointed 
self-characterization is more often a modern device and we are presented 
with very little but the essentials of his tale. Even so there is some, 
probably coincidental, self-characterization in Eger's tale. For instance, 
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in HL, in a passage that is entirely lacking in P, we learn of a warning 
Eger receives from a squire he meets on the way: 
HL I met a man into my fare, 
Forbade me that I should come there, But if I sicker were and traist, Of courage keen, and mights ma~st, Neither of heart nor yet of r1ci:id, Nothing feeble nor yet drea da ri<:J: And armed well in sicker v;eed, Weapons, for they will stand ~n stead, Of mine Horse he held him payd, He bade me if I were affrayd. Counsel'd me I came not than, Within repairing of that man, I should be radie, and not to light, To byde the coming of that Kn~ght, For then there should no leasure be, But either to fight or else to flie. (101-116) 
The· :Passage is somewhat disjointed and difficult to fully understand, so 
the effect is partially destroyed. Were the passage lucid, one could be 
wholly impressed by Eger's fortitude, courage, and daring in undertaking 
such a perilous battle. As the passage star~ds it is not ineffective, but 
we are bogged down by the confusion. P merely states: 
P I heard tell of a venterous Kniaht 
_, that kept a fforbidden countrye bath day & night. 
(101-102) 
Thus the impressive daring of Eger is lacking, but on the other hand, one 
is· not annoyed, or at least slowed down, by a difficult passage. 
Another instance of self-characterization by Eger occurs at Loose-
paine's castle. That Eger fears being recognized or known to the court 
of Loosepaine is doubly evident in HL, thereby causing the reader to 
realize the extent of Eger's anguish at his defeat. Eger has been badly 
wounded by Graysteel and is taken in by Loosepaine ,,,ho offers him food, 
rest, and healing. 
Loosepaine: 
As he is about to go inside the castle, he says to 
p· 'Lady,' said Egar, 'as itt be-happened mee, I irke to come in any companye. (231-232) 
r~ 
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·rhe similar lines in 1-ll. are: 
HL I would not be in such repair. 
But I require you if ye might, 
Of privie guesting for one night. 
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(274-276) 
Eger indicates in both versions that he wishes to remain unknown even 
though he has accepted the favor of Loosepaine. In HI. Eger later on re-
inforces his desire to remain unkno'Nn: 
HL It is not my will for to lend, 
For I would that no man me kend, 
But I may evermore canteen, 
Into such state as I have been, 
It were good time to me to boun, 
Of the gentrice that ye have done. 
•• 
·_,,---, 
(329-33-4) 
HL expands Eger's desire for privacy into two individual requests. How-
~ver, as P stands we are told once what Eger's wishes are; HL has Eger 
state those wishes twice and the restatement supplies more urgency than 
the single set of lines in P. Pis effective as it stands, but HL is 
even more effective. 
After Eger relates his sorry tale to Grime, Eger fades out of the 
romance until the end when Grime returns home. 
to follow the directions of Grime in winning Winglayne back. 
acts more as a puppet of Grime's in the end than as a self-motivav.•d 
character (beyond the obvious motivation of winning Winglaync back). 
On the whole, Eger is quite similarly portrayed in both versions. He 
is impetuous, courageous, daring, competent in battle, and in love with 
Winglayne. The possibility of losing Winglayne's love compels him to en-
ter in the intrigue with Grime • 
._,. 
' 
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Grime 
The discussion of Eger has included the introduction to Grime. 
Briefly,. in HL he is characterized only as young. In P we know him to 
be courteous and wise. 
Further characterization occurs in Grime's reaction to Eger's wounded 
·state before he relates his adventure: 
p 
HL 
Sir Grime of Garwicke shortlye rose, & ran to Sir Egar, and said, 'alas, for thee, Egar, my hart is vioe that euer I were soe farr thee froe! for when wee parted att yonder yate thou was a mightye man, & mildc ~~ state; & wel 1 thou seemed, soe god n1·.~· ~r::eede, to proue thy manhood on a steode; & now thou art both pale and greene, & in strong battell thou hast beene; thou hast beene in strong battell, it was neuer litle that made tl1ee fayle.• 
Sir Grahame agast, and wightly raise, And goes to him, and said, Alace, I for they sorrow am full 1.no, That I was then so far thee fro, When that thou stood in such distress, And I at home in merriness, When we departed at yond gate, Thou was full blith, and light of late: Very deliver of they weed. 
To prove they man-hood on a steed, And thou art now both gool and green, 
·rnto thy walk where thou ha st lJeen. 
·What ever he eas that have thee sailyie, It was not little that made tnee failyie. 
(61-72) 
(61-74) 
The underlined couplet appears only in HI... Otherwise the reactions of 
Grime are essentially the same. The additional couplet in HL completes 
the thought more satisfactorily than the couplet in P; in HL Grime is 
sorry he was not there when Eger was in distress. The second line of 
the additional couplet expresses a bit of anguish and self-accusation by 
Grime. Part of his duty as a sworn brother is to r]e iJ'/a:laiJle when his 
brother needs him. Thus the addition of the second half of the couplet 
points up t~e brotherhood theme; and helps to characterize Grime beyond 
his being "young." HL stresses Grime's concern that he was not pre~,ent 
to aid his.brother. Grime is portrayed in this one line as sincere and 
responsible. (Both versions make it clear that Eger wanted to go alone 
originally}. 
At the end of Eger's narration of his adventure P proceeds directly 
to Grime's reaction. HL, however, adds a couplet of introduction to 
Grime' s words: 
HL Sir Grahame a sober man and meek, What ever he thinks, little will speak. ( 437-43.8) 
·rhe second line is a quite needless and confusing addition. That Grime 
t-hinks and gives expression to his thoughts will become evident as ·~t1e 
romance progresses. He not Eger= ·develops the intrigue against ~,tiing-
laine, and upon his own victorious return, he guides Eger in his hand-
ling of Winglayne. Thus the second line of the couplet is not only 
needless padding, but it also is inaccurate. 
The first line of the couplet, hov,ever, does characterize Grime as 
""''a sober man and meek." Thus HI.. adds other dirnenc,ions to Grime. In HL 
Grime has been characterized as: 
1. Young 
2. A devoted sworn brother 
3. Sincere 
' 
4. Responsible 
5. Sober 
6. Meek (humble} 
In P Grime has been characterized as: 
1. Courteous 
2. Wise 
------------~~--------~-
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We finally do learn in HI. that Grime, while he is "young" is older 
than Eger. In the first conversation of Grime and Loosepaine, Grime is 
forced to explain the intrigue and he says: 
HL The knight that was here is my brother, 
And I am older then the other. (1317-1318) 
Thus the HI. author did consider Grime to be older than the impetuous 
Eger. 
P adds one further characteristic of Grime. Grime is given t"O robes 
by Loosepaine's father just before the return trip. Grime gives the better 
one to Eger on his return thus showing generosity to be another character-
istic of Grime. The present of the robes by Earl is lack in·o in HL. 
,d-. 
Concluding the discussion of Grime's 
notEl that, because much of the romance features Grime as th0 .;0;;'._:-,11 char-
acter, many of his actions are dissimilar in the two versions. 
however, throws little additional light on Grime's character. He is por-
trayed essentially the same in both versions, but for a few exceptions 
noted above • 
. 
'· 
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Graysteel is similar in both versions for there is no characteriza-
tion of him beyond i description of his appearance and strength: 
·p I looked on the way nye before, & see a Knight come on a sov;re; 
red was his sheild, red v1as his spear, & all of fresh gold shone his geere; &, by the death that I must thole, my steed seemed to his but a fole; his speare that was both great & long, faire in his brest he cold itt honge; & I mine in my rest can folde. (115-140) 
I looked a little me before, 
·r saw a knight ride on a sore: With red shield, and red spear, And all of red shined his gear, He rode upon a sturdie steed, He let him come with all his speed. (135-140) 
In~ he is totally in red, whereas in P he is in red and gold. He is 
also described as having superhuman strength in P. 
Gath·ering the points made throughout the above discussion of char-
,clC:terizations, it is evident that Winglayne is the only notatl r. ... •:i:.::c·p,tion 
to the similar portrayal of the characters in both versions. t ••• ! .:. •· ··."" •. ·•... -1· i· ' I' • · · t-,-~ 
... ·\,,,t·f ,... ... ~ 
exception of Winglayne the other characters are as consistently and 
effectively characterized in one version as they are in the other. 
... 
Character Motivation 
In the area of supplying adequate motivation for a character's 
actions there are three places in P where the :~.otivation is wholly illog-
ical as it is portrayed. HI.. th . h ' . . ' th , on e o t. ~ r .. a r1 e1, ~j.:.. ··-- 1 .... o _ ~J ..... _ A t1 - - -, ·r- •', ~ 1. P C . . ·. p logical 
motivation required for two of the situations, and a . . . 
Yo""\ r·':i c:. r ·.,: t·-> 11 c.·• l ...-1 ·v ..,. _ _,l ..__} ......, •"-~ ..., -.-._.,. 
' 
for the third. HL is guilty of no major occurrences 
character motivation. 
The first illogical motivation in P occurs in the scene which follows 
Grime's conversation with Winglayne in which she has flatly refused to 
accept Eger on any terms. Grime, quite concerned for his brother's men-
tal well being, decides to tell Eger that Winglayne and Olyas have been 
Sending private messages between them instead of revealing Winglayne's 
real reply. Some plan, Grime advises Eger, must be devised. In the fol-
lowing passages from P and Hl. note at what point in Grirr.e's speech that 
Eger objects: 
p 
'Egar,' he said, 'thou & I are brethren sworne, 
I loued neuer better brother borne; 
betwixt vs tow let vs make srn:e cast, 
& find to make our formen fa~t, 
for of our enemies weP stand in dread, 
& wee Lye sleeping in our bedd.' 
Egar said, 'what mistrust r1a·-1e yee \'nth mee? 
for t hi s 7 mo nth e s i f T 11 ere be e , 
shall neuer man take my mat-ter· in hand 
till I bee able to auenge r;.y selfe in Land.• 
A kinder Knight then Gr~ne \Vas one, 
wa s n e u er bred d o f bl o o d nor rJ o n e : 
'methinke you be displeased v;ith mee, 
& that is not your part for to bee. (489-502) 
HL Then hath he said to Sir eger, 
Me think that it then better were, 
To seek yon Knight, and him expel, 
That you destroyed in battel: (691-694) 
(Grime fully explains his plan, 69S-746). 
Sir eger turned and said nay, 
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These seven moneths though I here lay, Shal no man take that deed on hand, While I may self may r~de and stand. I think you much, but not for that, Ye ween I am put farre aback, And ye trust no comfort -in r:v~. I shal revenge me or else ci1e. Sir Grahame said to him tl1at time, It is not all as you do mean. (747-756) 
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Before Eger flares up in P, Grime says only that they ;~:1st devise a plan 
b~cause they have enemies. Up to this point Eger does not 
01.yas or Grime's preceding conversation with Winglayne. But .as 
Grime suggests a plan should be made, Eger becomes indignant and irate, 
although he has no idea what the plan is for other than that it is 
against their enemies. Grime has said notr1ing about his taking rever,ge 
-against Graysteel instead of Eger, so Eger' s reaction is un\varranted. 
The reason for this breach in logic is most certainly due to the compos-
er's anticipation of the story. 
The second lapse in motivation in P concerns the fact that Eger 
never finds out that Winglayne has eavesdropped on the c,on,1,::r-::.a '"~: :.~ ;of 
Eger and Grime. Not only is this a loose end in the romance, but also, 
because Grime does not tell him, the entire trip of G.rime is logical 1 y 
unwarranted from Eger' s viewpoint, as far as his retrieving his stature 
in Winglayne's·eyes is concerned. To him it is simply a matter of 
vengeance. 
Before the discussion of the problem in P, let us see how HL handles 
this. The scene with Eger just discussed above irrc.-::ci.:a t-::·l 'l fnl lc.-.·s 
Grime's attempt to discover from Winglayne what l,er idea'.-, 
She has denied Eger the chance to try to defeat Graysteei 
point in the story only Grime and Winglayne know of Winglayne's 
ping. Grime goes to Eger's chamber and relates to him the plan he r~s 
. •.: 
formulated. Eger rejects the plan, so it remains for Grime to convince 
Eger that the plan must go through. He begins by explaining that private 
messages have past between Olyas and Winglayne: 
1-Il.. For since ye lay here I have seen 
A privie message them between, 
She hath heard all his whole 1ntent, 
And hath given him her consent: 
For trust ye well, then sa1d s 1 r Grahame, 
She knowes the matter all sensvne. 
' Since the first night tl1at ye carrie home, 
She heard your words ever ea ch- !lt?, 
And by your chamber window stood, 
And heard your carping ill and good. (763-772) 
Thus in HL Eger knows that the plan must be executed because Winglayne 
knows he has failed. It is his only hope to defeat Graysteel and thereby 
·perhaps redeem himself. 
P has no corresponding passage to the one just quoted from HI.. Eger•s 
only ~tivation to accept the plan is the possibil~ty of a relationship 
developing between Olyas and Winglayne. L . ' e t u s n o ,._.,, L o ;::::,;. ;r: 
affairs as they have been presented in P to determine whether the~ t!va-
tion is sufficient. 
Until Eger came back defeated by Graysteel, we are given to under-
stand that Eger and Winglayne had some arrangement whereby Winglayne had 
indicated her intentions of receiving no suitors other than Eger. As far 
as Eger knows, there was no eavesdroppin9 by ·Ninglayne. On the contrary, 
Grime spread the story to the court that cger had s\1ccessf~lly encountered 
a knight but was subsequently besieged by thieves 
Here too, Eger was heroic in having slain several of 
·n· .,· -- ... .,.... ~- ··, ··, ., . .,, .,.... (' 
I '-.c.. , .. f-- · 1. ., ·-
..... ....) .,..... .... • ~ ~ .·.-< - ~ ,._,.. ... • ..,]' • So 
Eger believes that Winglayne sees him as having been victorious in 
adventure for honor, but as having met with a sound beating at the hands 
of outlaws. Had Winglayne not eavesdropped, she would have been just as 
proud of Eger on his arrival home as before he left, since her eavesdrop-
,-
. 
e 
' . 
ping was the result of her love and concern for Eger. It is entirely 
possible, therefore, that the following would be Eger's reaction to 
1Gri~e~s statement about Olyas and Winglayne: 
p then Egar vp his armes sprang, & ffast together his hands dange, 
with still mourning & siking sore 
sa it h , ' a 1 a s ! my 1 o u P & r:: '/ L d ci ~/ e fa y·r e , what ha ue I done to make y·ou re t r-1e that was euer leeue, & now so Lethe?' (509-514) 
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As Eger asks, what has he done to provoke \'Jinglayne? t"ie has done nothing 
as far as he believes Winglayne knows. However, someho\~ !1e has lost 
favor with his love.· 
Certainly some gallant feat would be in order for Eger to accomplish 
in order to regain Winglayne's favor. But what should it be? And how 
·can he regain her favor without delay and the resultant possibility of 
losing Winglayne forever to Olyas or someone else? In ans\ver to the lat-
ter question, Grime could certainly disguise himself as Eger and thus, 
through an intrigue, convince Winglayne of Eger's prowess. 
The remaining question is what should the feat be. Consider the 
fcJ.ct· that Eger has become well known as an One can 
assume that he was extremely adept and cunning at fight:..r1q. Gri:-7'.•-::· -::.:ay 
or may not be as adept as Eger; we are not given any clue as to 
abilities until later. With these points in mind, one must ask 
. . t~, '• -e 
~ .... ~ 
... ~. ger ·,ti~ ,v ::
" doesn't question the prospect that Grime should risk his life and the 
hopes of Eger by submitting himself to a battle with the red knight when 
Winglayne does not even know that Eger has been defeated by him. Surely 
some other feat that could be more readily a ccornpl i shed should be the 
one chosen. 
Grime is the one to choose the fight with Graysteel. He alone is in 
p_ossession of the knowledge of Wingla yne' s eavesdropping and, therefore, 
r 
knows his choice to be the only feasible solution. Eger, on the other 
hand, has no notion of Winglayne's eavesdropping, so it is illogical that 
be would agree without the slightest hesitation to Grime's undertaking 
such a perilous adventure. Further, Eger never does discover in P that 
Winglayne knows of his defeat. Obviot1sly, then, P has neglected to in-
s e rt Grime ' s te 11 in g Eger o f Wing 1 a y n e 1 s kn o ',•; 1 e d g e a n ci i s content to 
leave Eger's understanding of the situation on the level of a simple 
reprisal. 
The third instance of illogical character motivation in P occurs 
when Grime returns victorious from battling Graysteel. Eger dons his 
own clothes and pretends that he is the slaye1· of Graysteel. Wingla yr,e 
approaches Eger to congratulate him, but he snubs her by saying he will 
leave shortly for Garnwicke instead of staying at the castle to rr~rry 
her (11. 1340-46). Winglayne is so this ne..-,s that she 
faints. Herein 1 ies the illogic. Wingl a ·/n·? r-:a ::: a 2. :-r::a ciy stated that she 
no longer considers Eger to be her favorite (1. 483). 
we heard of her attitude toward Eger was her mocking denia~ 
courage and prowess in the conversation with Pall yas in tt1i:: 
... 
1!...ne last 
,... .. . 
. ··-. ..., ,--,. ~ ~ 
-·· .J ~ 'it -
_;;, 
room. One wonders what makes Winglayne change her mind So Cl~ra <:,_ t .:. r a·· 1 1 ,, ' .... _.. ~ ... ,,_..' - - 1 
about marrying Eger. Winglayne's character as it is presented in? pro-
vides absolutely no indication that she would compromise her standards. 
The situation as it is presented in HL, however, provides certain 
elements that could account for the ab0Lrt-fac0 in 11/inglayne' s attitude. 
The first e 1 e men t in HL that co u 1 d a cc o u r1 t : ,·: r ·,•i i n g l a yn e • s a ct ions 
. 
is in the scene in which Grime endeavors to con,1ir1 _J?: ii:nc1la·.,,ne that what ,_..,. * 
failed in the battle with Graysteel was not ........ ~ .. 1 ,-i.... g r, ,..._ 1-t ·1_ n_-• C .~ " r·- - f ' I ,· •• • 
·---,, ,._. ' \ 
..... .._ .... -- .. _... -~~ ..... , '•'•' h n ; :""l , n g_ · h t • • ,, .... ·- • ·,.c:o(!-- ;_Jj 
cunning! y and valiantly against his adversary, but Eger• s \veapons.. Had 
I 
1 
I 
Eger's spear, knife, and especially his sword remained intact, the red 
knight most certainly would have been vanquished. The passages from both 
versions in which Grime pleads Eger's case before Winglayne are the fol-
lowing: 
p 
,till itt once beffell vppon a day 
·Gryme thought the Ladye to assaye 
whether shee loued Sir Egar h·is orother 
as well as euer shee d1d befors: 
Grime said, 'Madame, by godd s r;1 i ,._1 t-1t, 
Egar will take a new bat te 11 1,1.ri i~r-1 yonder 
he is to sore wounded yet t for to ,~;or; ci ~ 
itt were worshipp to cause him to abyde 
for he will doe more for you then mee.' 
Knight: 
at home, 
(467-610) 
Then after that upon a day, 
He thought the Lady to assay: (609-610) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
She said, say on, what ever it be. 
Yonder is your Knight sir eger, 
And he hath been in travel sa1r, 
And hath met with a ferl1e th1ng, 
For fault of weapons and arm~ng, 
Armour they may be fresh ar.ci :-1.:_-,,.,, 
And yet be fa 1 s e a n d r i ~J 11 -t u : : tr ,2 \V : 
And that hath made him to rJ::::c;:_i-; le: 
._j 
Give him the ware vvi thi r1 a v.11-·1 i l ·~", 
And great skaith therethrow hath he tane, 
But certes theri n he ha th no sl-1ame. 
He is a man that is well kend, 
Hath doughtie hands him to defend. 
I cannot treat him for to bide, 
Fra time that he may gang or ride: 
But he will pass his voyage right, 
To seek for battel on the Knight. (620-636) 
In P Grime argues that Winglayne should accept Eger as her favorite 
again if he defeats Graysteel on the second attempt. Such an argument 
could logically have no impact on Winglayne. Undoubtedly she would ex-
pect Eger to seek revenge on Graysteel whether her favor was at stake or 
not. Eger has been consistently portrayed as a valiant, courageous 
knight. Such a man would seek as a matter of cour'.i,::: to avc,nrw himself 
on the knight who defeated him. Thus Grime's attempt to fact 
that Eger will do battle with Graysteel a second time as an argu.-nent to 
= 
convince Winglayne to give him another chance would predictably fail. 
I-a, however, introduces the faulty weapon motif, thus altering the 
situation. If Grime can convince Winglayne that the Yt'eapons and not Eger 
were the proximate cause of his failure, Eger might be allowed another 
attempt to defeat Graysteel. Although, as the situation stands in !-0...., it 
appears that this argument has no effect on Winglayne at the time, one 
can only assume that Winglayne reconsidered the nature of Eger's defeat 
and decided to bend her standards on his behalf. While it is a possibil-
i ty, the reader never learns in HL, just as he does r':Ot in P, e:-:a ct l ·,r ·,,,tty 
Winglayne bends. Considered in the light of Winglayne's char~ t~~~~ation 
as presented above, such a bending, however, is believablf~ of tr,r: rsiL 
Winglayne. At one point in conversation with Grime she remarks, 
HL I bade him let his journey be, Make not this travel all for me: I said, such field he may come in, Was as able to tine or win. (659-662) 
The HL Winglayne could feasibly have a change of heart and accept Eger's 
victory even though it came on the second atten1pt. C>n the other hand, 
th~ consistently pitiless attitude of Winglayr1e in P certainly could not 
al.low such a remarkable about-face. 
of the romance as a whole, HL provides a feasible motive f,or 
~eversal despite the fact that it is never really developed. 
change in attitude in P remains completely mysterious and inconsistent 
with her character as it has been portrayed throughout the version. 
-
Before considering other points of faulty character motivation it is 
appropriate to note here that Winglayne's final rejection of Eger in HL 
is not inconsistent with her characterization. Winglayne consented to 
marry Eger because she believed that he had aveng·::ci r·1ir.1~) 1:·l f on Graysteel. 
Upon discovering that Grime killed the red knight and that Eger had kept 
this a secret from her, Winglayne's only cou.rse of action was to abandon 
Eger. Indeed, the entire romance has as its center the concept of honor, 
and Eger was dishonorable. 
There are other actions of less significance that fall under the 
general category of character motivation because, while they are not 
totally unmotivated, the motivations appear vague or confusing to the 
reader. HL on the whole provides better, more accurate, and smoother 
motivation. 
The first instance occurs in HL in the scene when Grime has reached 
·G:raysteel's land and is seeking Graysteel. HL tells us Grirr1(~ has i:>ecorne 
a b.it anxious: 
And then he would no longer bide, But near the castle can he ride. For he was so red that the knight, Should not have come before ti12 night But yet he needed not do so, For Gray-steel he had watches two. (1471-1476) 
Grime is anxious that Graysteel should appear before evening \\hen his 
strength will have begun to ebb. Valiant as he is, Grime wishes to 
battle the red knight when his powers are high. However, to the reader's 
knowledge, Grime was never advised of Graysteel 's \vaxir1g and \vaning 
strength as he is in P where Loosepaine tells Grime: 
P for euerye houre from Midnight till noone, eche hewer he increa seth the strer1c_:3}-tt of a man; & euery houer from Noone till Midnight, euery hower he bateth the strenght of a Knight. 
(891-894) 
Hence, ·pis better here. 
The second instance in the category of insufficient character moti-
vation concerns the motivation for Grime's desire to rern,a in unknown in P 
at Loosepaine's castle. Grime has arrived at her castle before his fight 
with Graysteel in order to return the sarks and repay her for hospitality 
I 
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to Eger. There is a bit of a problem concerning Grime's desire to remain 
disguised as Eger at Loosepaine's castle. Thus far in the story Grime 
has been disguised in order to fool the court of Earl Bragas. Loosepaine's 
:castle, however, is several days ride from the 
castle, and, more-
over, neither Eger or Grime knew or were known of by Loo.;epaine and her 
father, the earl of the castle. Thus if Eger and Grim•: a:·,· qen•::cally 
unknown at the court of Loosepaine, there seems no reason to r,;·r:ia in 
i·ncogni to. 
However, HI. provides an explanation of Grime's disguise at Loose-
paine's court (although there still seems no logical reason for the 
disguise since after Grime slays Graysteel, his identity is revealed). 
In HI., as Eger and Grime and Pallyas are forming their plan Eger asks 
Grime to take some tokens to Loosepaine from him. Grime repliesi 
HI. Sir Grahame he said, That may be ill, 
Any token to take her till; 
For I was loath, so God me sane, 
For to be known ti 11 I came t"1ame. 
Sir Eger sayes, it ~s no sl(a~th, 
That she have quantance w~tl1 us baith, 
For she is full of all gentr~ce, 
Into her heart hath no fanci0s, 
Will ye behave you cunningly, 
Ye may make her trow it ~s 1. 
She served me with candle-light, 
I came and yeed both in one night. 
And make her trow that both is ane. (919-931) 
Eger at first assumes that Grime will not continue the disguise at 
Loosepaine's, but Grime says he would rather not be known. There is no 
specific explanation stated for this wish, but at lea t HL indicates 
some prior working out of the desire to remain disgui;•~·ci. P, o:; the 
other hand, merely has Grime continue the disguise, causinq th,;• r•:ader 
to wonder why. Thus while no specific reason is given in HL, one still 
is not surprised when Grime remains disguised. 
Another instance of faulty character motivation in P occurs when, 
having fought with Graysteel, Eger has journeyed toward Loosepaine's 
castle. He finds himself in a bower: 
p 
HL. . 
& by an arbour side I light downe; & there I saw fast me by The fairest bower that euer saw I. a litle while I tarryed there, 
and a lady came forth of a fresh Arbor. 
The fairest bour I saw me by, That ever I saw since born was I, I lean'd me on my sadle to rest, Bethinking me what was the best. For I had need some me to mend, And I was loath for to be kend: I had been but a short while there, When that a woman sweet and fair, Came walking from the harber green. 
(208-212) 
(239-247) 
p: p:re:sents us with the scene of Eger tarrying in the bovJer, but we have 
bo·t: been told why he has decided to stop there. In HL we are told 
ciir·ectly that Eger has stopped- to rest and to cogitate on further action. 
This rounding out of the wait for Loosepaine to appear, while it is un-
necessary to the sense of the passage, does, however, supply a certain 
fluidity that is lacking in P; HL allows us to pict,J1~e: 
on his saddle to rest and decide what should be dor1e. 
Ec1er as he leans ..., 
The last faulty motivation is also found in P. 01 the morning after 
·Eg_e_r arrives badly wounded at Loosepaine' s castle, Loosepaine says in Pi 
p 
'I rede you tarry a day or towe till you bee in better plight to gow'; but I longed soe sore to be at home that I wold needlye take leaue to gone. (301-304) 
There is no motivation given for Eger' s de sir·::· to leave irrmediately with-
out even waiting a day or two. In HL, however, the situation is better 
handled: 
HL Then to the Lady could I say, No longer then against the day, It is not my will for to lend, 
,', 
i 
For I would that no man me kend, (327-330) 
Eger's insistence on departing so hastily is motivated by his fear of 
being recognized by someone. 
Looking at the whole of the faulty motivations category, we note 
that Pis the more blatant offender while HL falters only once. 
I· 
Improper Plot Progression 
Just as P was markedly inferior at several points in the area of 
character motivation, it is also illogical in the presentation of two 
particular actions. P fails to supply the correct information so that 
the romance flows along smoothly. At first glance these two particula.r 
situations might not bother the reader; however, if one considers the 
logic of the presentation, P soon reveals itself as being inadequate. 
HL, on the other hand, remedies the illogic in the t 1.-,o ir1star~cfts and is 
guilty of no such inadequacies elsewhere. 
The first instance of illogic in the progression of the plot occurs 
as a result of Grime's advising Eger that he should appear at his . . 1-•1 l r~~Oi'f 
f:or a number of days in order that the court may view him there and pre-
sume his convalescence to be nearing an end. When Eger proceeds to say 
his farewells to the court just before departing to battle Graysteel, no 
one will be surprised to see him out of bed. Thus Grime prompts Eger to 
lay the groundwork for their plan to trick Win9layr·1e. 
In P we know nothing of the plan of rornances by the window 
' . reao1nci 
...; 
until just before Eger bids farewell and hurries to his 
gear with Grime (11. 627-29). 
HL; Grime tells Eger: 
The situation is managed 
HI.. And at your window stand and go, Books of Romances shall ye read so, The whole court will be full fain, When they see you now up again. (707-710) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Thus shal ye goven dayes nine. (717) 
. . r .. •-1 -1 ., ....... : ' ,·- .. r •- :"'"'): 1·,,,....,~c-., ..... _-,..., ...... -,,.,_,,.t 
That Eger is physically able to be out of bed and sit at his window read-
ing .romances is undeniably meant to be an indication of his returning 
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health, as HI. points out. P, however, botches the entire idea. Why 
should Eger appear reading romances for only one day, which is the very 
day on which he will take his leave? The whole conception of allowing 
people to see Eger's gradual returning health is destroyed by limiting 
the reading to the same day Eger leaves. While the idea is not exactly 
illogical in P, certainly HI.. is exceeding! y more e ff,::,~ t: v0. 
Another point of confusion in the order of events in P occurs upon 
Grime's return home from successfully dealing with Graysteel. Even 
though the passages are long, they need to be quoted in their entirety 
to faci.litate subsequent discussion: 
P He came to a forrest a priuye way, 
& leaueth his steed & his palfray; 
& when he had soe doone, 
he went to his chamber right ~oone, 
& priuylye knocked on the dare, [&J Palyas his brother stood on the flore. 
Palyas was neuer more glad & rJlyth 
when he see his brother come l1or-::c: c1 l i 1-1e. 
'how fareth Sir Egar?' Sir Grime ca:. ·;ay. 
'the better that you haue sped or, y::,ur Tourney. 1 
'rise, Sir Egar, & arme thee weele 
both in Iron & in steele, 
& goe into yonder forreste free, 
& Pallyas my Brother shall goe with thee; 
& there thou shalt find Sir Gray steeles steed, 
& much more of his golden weed; 
there thou shalt find his c}1a~r1e of gold, 
his sadle harnesse ful fayre to behold, 
with other more of his golcL~r: cr~:;~·r·:'; 
in a 11 th i s l a n d i s n on e ~: u c r1 t c, ·:; · ; a r ·2 • 
to morrow when the s u r1 n s r·1 ·i :1 t.~: t ~ 1 ~ r i ,~d1 t , 
Looke thou get t into tr1ey La c.iy·-_. i __ J r~1 t, 
& looke thou as strange ·to l1,.:::1~ :>·-·;'· 
as shee in times past hath Oeor,.::: to thee. (1283-1306) 
HI.. Then came he home within the r·1i~;ht, 
And no man got of him a sigr1t, 
Nor young nor old into that pl2ce, 
While that he came to tl1e Palace: 
He past into the chambr=,r tJ·12r., 
Sir Eger was right wonder fair1; 
For nothing was into that tiDe, 
Could be more welcom ther1 sir Grahame. 
Pallias then with little din, 
He provily teak the steeds in, Ere any day was dawning light. Then said sir Grahame unto the knight, Now arm you soon in right effeir, And he put on sir Grahame his gear. Sir Graham into the bed down lay, Then to Pallias could he say. Into the hall go ye right sv;yth, And see if that the Earl be blyth. Then he is at his bidding gar1e, He went full soon, and came again, And said the Earl was gone to meat With Lords and Ladies that are sweet. The Earl served us of his bread. Sir Grahame sayes, Now it is rny reid, That ye shal pass into the hall, And show to them their tokens all. 
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(2337-2362) 
While HL is explicit and fully lucid in the enumeration of Grime's actions, 
Pis enigmatic. Pis a difficult passage for two reasons: 
wonders at what time of day these events transpire; secondly, \~1y must 
Eger go to the forest at that time to pick up the horses, but wait until 
the following day to enter the court? 
Let us set up some possible combinations of actions and times in an 
effort to clarify the approximate time the events occur. 
If it is daylight: 
1. There is no sense in Eger's waiting until tomorrow to see the earl; Eger would go immediately. 
2. It makes sense that Grime leaves the horses in the forest and slips in by himself. 
3. It makes no sense that Eger must slip out and bring the horses in if he is to wait until to-morrow to make his return known. 
I'f it is night: 
1. It makes sense that Eger must wait until tomorrow, for it may be too late at night for anyone to be awake. 
2. It makes sense for Grime to leave the horses in the forest because Grime, if he brings them in, could be seen by a stable hand. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3. It also makes sense that Eger should bring the horses in, for he may be seen by some one. 
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One could fairly conclude that even though no time of day is mentioned, 
Grime must return durin·g the night sometime after practically everyone 
is asleep. 
However, this conclusion regarding the time in P, while it is the 
logical conclusion, is soon proved false in an investigation of the 
s-econd problem, i.e., why Eger must go to the forest at that time to 
pick up the horses, but wait until the following day to enter the court. 
As Eger and Pallyas leave to bring the horses in, Grime 
mantle and goes to the hall to complain that had Vlingla 1'r;•: r:e;t : .. rc-:::d 
·Eg_er to venture forth, he would be alive now instead of prot)ai:l·/ 
dead. The earl and his wife are so upset by Grime's words that they 
attend a mass. As they leave the mass, Eger appears on the scene and is 
welcomed by all. 
Thus, we have established that Grime does not arrive du.ring the day; 
J'lor does he arrive, obviously, during the night. One can conclude, there-
f,ore, that Grime's advice to Eger to greet the cotJrt, "tomorrow" is a mis-
take. For if "tomorrow" is stricken from the pa,, ,_,a Je, ~·1£: have no problem 
at all. Grime arrives sometime during the day (or evenir1g i,,,i1en it is 
still light). 
To conclude the discussion of the category of major faulty logic in 
plot progression, it is necessary to note that Pis illogical in tw,o seP-
arate passages, whereas HL never falters in this particular category. 
Before leaving this section, the nature of these breaches in logic by P 
should also be noted. 
I 
II 
II 
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The first instance, i.e., the number of days that Eger spends 
reading romances in full view of the court, is undeniably botched in P. 
Comparatively, HL is unequivocally superior. In the second instance of 
illogic of events in P, one word, "tomorrow," causes the entire confu-
sion. While these instances are really quite confusing ,•then they are 
focused upon, consider their effect on a reader 
romance as it was intended to be considered--as 
story of knights' adventures and lovely ladies. 
,. f"·1·1 d t~ 1'··-- /"·• ,-·~ ......... -., "'). r "'.. .. ,r~ ""'"'· ', " ' '\', ~ : t' , ,..-f I : . 'i/" 1.•... )\ , 
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point the first instance, while it is clumsily handled, does not a n 1'~- .""- • .-,. <': ,, •, i' I ;., 'i:t.;, • tl'lf If--~ " 
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the reader, nor does it slow the reading appreciably. It is only after 
the situation of HL indicates the reason for tl1e romance reading that one 
re·ali-zes that P lacks clarity. It is only then that one perceives that P 
as it stands is not actually logical. The second instance, to be sure, 
remains nonsensical, but only for a moment; for soon the reader learns 
that Eger will greet the court when he returr1s 1.·1itr1 tr1c: t1orses. In light 
of these points, it can be concluded that while Pis und 0 ::iably illogical 
in these passages, there is little effectiveness of narra~_:,:,~ lost because 
the reader is whisked along as the action continues. 
the faults in P are of a rather unobtrusive nature, HL amply p·oli·sr~f·,, 
illogic away. In consistency and logic of exposition H.L is certainly 
• superior. 
, 
Illogic of a Less Significant Nature 
HL also adds enlightening, effective elements to the progression of 
the plot that are not so obviously needed . h ,.. . . " a S t , e t Qr,', 1 ... !; '\ ....... C' ', t • ·,-t-. ,___ '1t1"•~ r P • - -- ' ·,_d"'. .., ,I, .. :i -- ,,,_.,... . --- .. ... .. __ .l 
,,_ -
-,,,... 
..) 
-·' 
While they are not necessary, they do provide a smoott1er, r:-:orc· ~~xp,licit 
continuation of events than P provides. 
.. , 
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The first example of HL's superior handling of plot elements occurs 
when Eger arrives at Earl Bragas' castle in dire straits. The folloi .. ~ir,.g 
passages describe his appearance: 
p 
HI. 
soe hee came home vpon a night, 
sore wounded, & ill was he dight: his kniffe was forth, his sheath was gone, his scaberd by his thigh was done, 
a truncheon of a speare hee bore, & other weapons he bare noe more. (53-58) 
And all vanqhished came he home, In his Chamber upon a night, Wounded sore and evil dight, His knife was tint, his sheath was tane, His scabert by his thigh was gane. He had mo wounds with sword ar1d knife, Then ever man that had h~s l~fe, A truncheon of his spear he bare, To lean him on, he had no mare. (50-58) 
In Pit is curious that Eger should bear his seemingly useless 
truncheon all the way home with him. Why would he not have left it be-
hind? One might argue that, because all of his v,eapons had been destroyed 
by the encounter with Graysteel, he carri(::d tl1e trur1ci1eon in case of an 
attack from someone on the way home. It must be this is 
certainly a possibility but P never develops it. r~, ,o. ,., · r·, •, , .-. r 
,11,I,'.. .,._,~-, ·• 
_..., ..... ' 
. . ,.,.., ~ i s ·1 rj t· 1 n--. H.i..' 
itely more helpful in providing an answer. Eger bore 
sort of cane. Indeed, later on in Eger's narrative of the aftermath of 
the battle with Graysteel we learn: 
HL My weapons still there they lay, My knife, my sword, none was away: But all was broken, and none vJa s hail. And with mine hands I could ~hem wail, A truncheon of mine own spear, Me thought it heavie for to bear. (223-228) 
(There is no corresponding passage in P). HI.. supour~t; tt1e earlier obser-
vation that on Eger's return the only weapon he had 10ft wa:\ merely a 
truncheon and therefore the version provides a bit of logic, small as it 
l, 
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is, in regard to the progression of events. 
Another ill-managed element in the plot of P concerns Loosepaine's 
weeping and playing the psaltery at the wounded Eger's bedside. The 
passages from both versions follow. Notice the natu.re of Loosepaine's 
grief and Eger's specific reaction to it: 
P shee laid a souter vpon her knee, theron shee plaid full loue somlye, & yett for all her sweet playinge, 
oftimes shee had full still mourninge; & her 2 maydens sweetlye sange, & oft the weeped, & their hands wrange; but I heard neuer soe sweet playing, & euer amongst, soe sore siking. (265-272) 
HL A plastroun on her knee she laid, And there on love justly she plaid. There to her maidens sweetly sang, This Lady sighed oft amang. What countenance ever she made, Some heavy thing in heart she had. (345-350) 
In P Loosepaine plays her psaltery while her maidens weep and wring their 
hands. Upon seeing this, Eger, we are given to understand, does or says 
nothing to comfort Loosepaine and her ma ideris; nor does he even inquire 
·about their grief. HL, however, eliminates this ar)s11r·:J re~;por15e, or lack 
of it, by having Loosepaine merely sigh and assume a cour.t· . .:.a:\cc i:~i~jica-
ting that something is troubling her. Eger' l. n the HL ,- : .... '· 1 -·· • : "'·-··. J-, 1 L. 1: r· 1 · '. ' ~ ,_.. .. '-' .~ . .,, . . ' ·,· ·.·-lr.,' 
• I '·• 'U 
not be obliged to inquire what "heavy thing" was on her rni11d. In fact, 
having just made her acquaintance, he might have been ill-mannered ~~re 
he to inquire. 1-ll.. then, appears more logical, believable, and controlled. 
It is interesting to note that later on in P (11. 853f f.) when Gri.me 
-is being entertained by Loosepaine and the mourning takes place, he does 
ask, and learns about the death of Loosepaine's brother and husband. 
While this does not affect the above objectior1, still it shows that P is 
using a motif (with the same wording) correctly, whereas it has dropped 
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out of HI.. That is, in HL Loosepaine assumes a sad countenance when Eger 
·i$· being entertained but not when Grime stays at her castle. 
A third illogical scene occurs in P when we are told about Winglayne's 
eavesdropping: 
P for the Lady that Egars loue was, her chamber was within a litle space; of Sir Egar shee soe sore thou0ht that shee lay wakened, & sl00p~ci nought. a scarlett Mantle hath she0 tar1e, to Grimes chamber i s sr1et2 (~,1or1e; 
shee heard them att a pr~ui0 dinn, 
shee stayd without, & came rlot in. 
when shee heard that Ec1ar::, ~;1:i·:i'l·~ \•,as in distresse, J • she e 1 o u e d hi s body m i c }~ l ·~ ·t r-1 ·.:· ·,·.or s e • 
words this lady v;o l d rio·t :3a ~', but turned her backe & \·;ent awaye, yett soe priuilye shec ·is not :~Jone but Grime perce-ived that trte::r·:: ... ,.as one; an vn folded windov; oper1ed 1·1·~· . _ _., 
& saw the way gate of that LarJye. (365-380) 
HL The bour wherein the Lad'.l v;a s, Was from the hall a little ~pace: Upon her love she had great Lf10lJ·~1ht, She 1 a y wa k in g a n d s l e e pc~: d :- . c 1J ;; r 1 t , And at the windov; had grecJ. t : ~- Jt1·t: When she perceived there ~a~~ 1:ght, And longed Sore to S PP a 1: i.•1 ·i -;-· 'r·. ~. : ,-" - r.._ I I .......__ '--• .,1,. • 
... ., -- • it. ' She trowd right we 11 t r-1a ·t 1-1 ·:.: ;,·;a 2 come. A scarlet mantle ha-th sl-1e tan·.:::,. And LtJo the chamber is sr1e ,~ar1e, She heard them with a pr~vie dir1, She stood right still, and ~tood within, Under the wall she stood so :till Heard the manner that -it v,as ill, She had no more things for to frame, But to her chamber past aga-ir1. 
so privily she is not gone, But they perceived that tr1t'.::re was one, They were rede and discovered, Sir Grahame about his bed reiked 
,And both the windows opened plain, And saw the Lady pass again; With the light he looked farre to, Perceived well that it was she. 
The events in Pare: Winglayne 
1. awakens in her chamber 
{455-478) 
2~ leaves for the brothers' chamber 
3. hears of Eger's defeat and leaves 
4. is seen by Grime 
The events in HL are: Winglayne 
1. ·awakens in her chamber 
2. sees a light 
3. leaves for the brothers' chamber 
4. hears of Eger's defeat as she stands "under 
the wall" and leaves 
5. is seen by Grime, who holds a light out the 
window 
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P deletes three important points that provide an unconfusing, pictorial 
scene. Those points are: 1, Winglayne sees a light and thus knows 
something is going on in the room and believes it might be Eger; 2, she 
stands outtide under the wall to eavesdrop; and 3, Grime sees her by us-
ing a light because it is night. 
' 
The presentation of this scene is superior in HI.. with regard to tlil'O 
aspects: logic and pictorial quality. As the situation is presented in 
P we find Winglayne distraught to the point of 
absence of Eger. For no exp! ici t reason she dons her rnaci t l ·~: 
to Grime's chamber. Even though the chamber belongs to both bro:.:,,.·.r::,, P 
refers to it in this case as Grime's chamber. This vaguely impli<:s that 
'-
the reason for Winglayne's walk to the room was initially to speak with 
Grime, but we cannot be certain. In HI., on the other hand, there is no 
question as to why Winglayne goes to the brothers' room: she has seen a 
light and supposes that Eger may be back. 
.. 
The pictorial quality in HI. enlivens the entire passage, while P 
barely sketches the action. In P we have no conception of where Winglayne 
... .-
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is when she eavesdrops until Grime looks out the window and discovers 
what the noise is, whereas in HL we know immediately that she is outside 
under the window. As noted above, HI.. is also more pictorial in the pro-
vision of the light in the brothers' room and also in the use of a light 
by Grime when he detects Winglayne retreating. We also see Winglayne at 
her window when she discovers the light in the chamber. HL supplies 
elements needed to visualize the events. Comparatively Pis far inferior 
to HL. 
In summary of the instances of illogical plot progression, Pis 
.gu·il;ty at two major points: the romance reading at the v,indo-·;1 for only 
.o·ne day, and Grime's advice to Eger to visit the court "tomorrow. 11 These 
two instances are obvious breaches in the clarity of P, whereas HL tight-
ens the romance at these places. HL also provides effective elements in 
oj:her parts of the romance that are defective in P. The smoother contin-
uation of events in HI.. patches Pin three situations: the reason for 
Eger's carrying the truncheon, Eger's lack of reaction to Loosep.aine's 
weeping, and the hazy eavesdropping scene. In contrast t,o the five in-
stances of defective logic in the presentation of action in P, no illogi-
cal events appear in~ • 
... 
. . 
.-;,·-
The Love Relationship of 
Grime and Loosepaine 
P badly manages its simplistic portrayal of the budding love of 
·ioosepaine and Grime, whereas HL conveys the situation in an entertain-
ing, convincing, and more polished fashion. The develoµnent as it occurs 
in P will be considered first. 
Grime is in the process of meeting Loosepaine for the first time an·d 
.p~esenting her with jewels and the sarks: 
P for shee was cladd in Scarlett redd, & all of fresh gold shone her head; her rud was red as rose in ra~~o, 
a fa ire r c r e at u r e VJ a s n e u r:: r ._j ,::: ·? ri ·:: • 
as many men in a matter full r-1ice,--b ut a 11 men in 1 o u i r1 g s 11 a 11 r ! ;~_. ~~ ·::.· r be wi s e , --his mind on her was soe sett 
that all other matters he qu[iJte forgett. (793-800) 
Grime has fallen in love at first sight. At the dinner provided for him 
a few lines later, we are assured of his feelings: 
p Meate nor drinke none wold hee, he was soe enamored of that fayre Ladye • (845--846) 
For her part, Loosepaine is seated at supper having bacic farewell to 
Gr-ime that morning: 
p 
,. 
att supper where shee was sett, but neuer a Morsell might shee eate: 
'al' shee sayd, 'now I thinke on that Knight that went from me ·when the day via s 1 ight ! yesternight to the chamber I him Ledd; this night Gray steele hath made his bed! alas! he is foule lost on him! that is much pittye for all his kine! for he is large of blood & bone, & goodlye nurture lacketh he none; & he his fayre in armes to fold, He is worth to her his waight in gold; woe is me for his loue in his countrye! shee may thinke longe or shee him see!' (1143-1156) 
She shows here only a human concern for Grime and a concern for the sorrow 
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of his love at home. When he comes in having defeated Graysteel, she is 
so elated that: 
P & hastilye from the bord she rise, & kissed him 20 sithe. (1163-1164) 
This line of feeling on Loosepaine's part is continued as she tends to 
Grime's wounds: 
P the Ladye was neuer soe soe {sii} sounde when shee saw hee had no deaths \•;ound; for euer thought that fayre Ladyc his wedded wife that sh~e shold bee. (1197-1200) 
Tl1.is is a very fast change of intention from worrying about the lover 
Grime has left behind. There has been no motivation for the sudden change 
whatsoever. It is abrupt. 
Having indicated in the above passages that Gri.me and Loosepaine were 
in love, P soon brings the marital matter to a close. Loosepaine's father, 
having made sure that Grime has no wife at t1on1e, takes 
him his daughter as the reward for slaying Graysteel. 
accepts. While it is true that there is no motivation for 
,~ - - ; j~ ,".\ to ,'i\ f f ar ~-=-- .,_1' ; .. '~ -,..,.._ '\e, I_ '""9!' • ~ ~ ' 
- . . 
. "' ~.., ~-) .a ,: • 11 • .. f:. I· "! t ; •. '---• ·-- • . ,. """ •- I i' 
a basic human concern of Loosepaine for Grime's life to a desir~:: t: !)4 } :-.£'..J 
wife, one is pleased to hear the lady speak of her love for Grime, sine{! 
we know Grime is in love with her. 
Artistically, one would not quarrel with the simplistic presentation 
of the love affair; after all, we are dealir1cJ \•1ith a medieval romance and 
not with twentieth century realistic techr1i c1ue'.;. The actual portrayal of 
the love, however, .falls short because of the abriJ!Jt :'12~ 11re of LOO'!iepaine•s 
change in focus. Initially she is concerned about C.ir i:-:·:·~·' 
In th~ next instant she has forgotten about the lover who 
a few moments before and desires to be Grime's wife. 
The love relationship of Grime and Loosepaine as it occurs in HL is 
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more subtle than in P. There is no inmediate forgetting of everything 
by Grime as he is struck with love for Loosepaine; nor does Loosepaine 
experience with abrupt change of feeling. Things move along smoothly, 
~oother in fact than in P; but one is perhaps no more satisfied with 
the reasoning behind Loosepaine's declaration of love. 
The following is an examination of the situation in detail. Grime 
is at Loosepaine's on the eve of the battle with Graysteel. 
has just explained that her beloved and her brother were both victim:; of 
the· red knight: 
HL And when she spake of her Lerrnnan, 
The water over her cheeks soon ran. 
Sir Grahame beheld the Lady free, 
His heart wrought bold, and held on hie, 
And trow'd if he might slay the knight, 
Then he might win the Lady bright. (1387-1392) 
Grime is overcome by the lovely lady's weeping and feels a great tender-
ness toward her. Grime desires to remove the cause of the evil that has 
so obtr1..1ded into Loosepaine's life and, he hopes thereby to win the love-
ly girl. 
The next evidence we have of Grime's love comes when Loosepaine 
pc1les at the sight of Graysteel's hand. Grime says: 
:HI, And ever I had mind of you, 
The land of doubt when I rode throw. (1863-1864) 
This is an indication to Loosepaine from Grime of his feeling toward her, 
since she bade him think on his love during the battle. 
Loosepaine's love is handled very well in three passages. First 
Loosepaine is grieved that the knight to whom , sne 
killed (this is similar to P). 
r--,: 
i 
At her supper the 
has been 
... 
from Graysteel, Loosepaine laments the probable death of Grir~,., .J:.i :;ym-
pathizes with Grime's love from home who will never see him again. There 
is no expression of her love as yet. 
\· 
' 
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When Grime does arrive there is no robust kissing in HL. We know 
only that she received him. Instead of the declaration of the desire to 
be his wife as in P, when she tends Grime's wounds we have a m,ore compl 1-
cated passage in which she reasons out her love and tells Grime of it. 
As she dresses his wounds: 
HL She handled him as tenderlie, As she had been his own Ladie. (1883-1884) 
i'r1 a passage of about thirty five lines Loosepaine tells Grime her 
thoughts about him. They are essentially: 
1. As a later lady was to do, Loosepaine says she loves Grime for the dangers he has past. 
2. She has been tremendously impressed by the de-votedness of Grime to Eger and th·~ lo:,ra l ty he displays by not claiming the victory· for l,im-self. 
·The two are engaged the following morning. 
In conclusion, HI.. has Grime begin to love Loosepaine a bit slower 
·than in P. He is taken in by Loosepaine' s v,eepi r~,·J ar1;:j ci i stress and vows 
·to slay Graysteel in order, he hopes, to win the 1 ()\'• . .: l ·; :·::a i ·d{:n .•,'ho y,eeps 
before him. Loosepaine is consistent in that she I" • • •· 1 nzJ .~. j. .... I . ,,· 
with Grime because of the ultimate dangers he has faced in art 
to win honor not for himself but for his brother. Thus HL is f lui(1, con-
sistent, and more realistic in its presentation of the love relationship 
of Loosepaine and Grime. HL is successful in its own YGJy. P portrays 
the relationship in a more simplistic fashion than HL does. This presen-
tation should not be criticized negatively; it is merely a different 
approach. What can be criticized is the effectiveness of the execution 
of the individual portrayals. 1-il.. is artisticall'f sour.d. P, on the other 
.hand, is inferior because of the inconsistency of Loosepaine's thoughts. 
The Use of Numbers 
The versions manage the use of numbers of things in dissi_milar man-
ners: P exaggerates and 1-ll.. is inconsistent. 
P exaggerates quite frequently concerning the numbers of things, 
-
whereas HL rarely exaggerates. Examples of this in Pare: 
1. 
2. 
Eger had 17 
( 393-394). 
sage in HL. 
Graysteel's 
shoulder in 
HL ( 168). 
wounds and 7 through his body 
There is no corresponding pas-
sword goes 7 inches in Egers 
P (149) and only 5 inches in 
3. Winglayne waited 9 days in P before she visited Eger (445) and only 3 in HL (539). 
4. There are 40 days of feasting for Grime and 
Loos epa in e in P ( 1391 ) a n d l 2 d a )' s i n l-i.L ( 2 5 3 2) • 
Artistically, the exaggeration of P is typical of rnedi•::\'JJ. rornances in 
general, so P is not necessarily inferior at these points. HL is ::-.i:r~ly 
more realistic, which is not necessarily better in a romance. We ar•:, 
indeed, dealing with supernatural, Otherworld motifs in Eger. and ::.;;_;.:'.".e, 
such as Loosepaine's healing powers, Graysteel himself, 
sword Egeking. That HI.. does not exaggerate as P does does not indicate 
that it is superior or inferior. The exaggeration does, however, suggest 
and emphasize the other Otherworld qualities :Jf the romance. 
However, if HI.. does not exaggerate, it does C, h () t.1,f 5·. ~' t Cl, r.a· 1 
-.... •• ',J .. ....,__ -···-· 
of consistency. These inconsistencies are noted by 
1. Grime tells Eger to read romances for ; days, 
but he reads only for 7 days (717 and 855). 
2. Eger tells Grime the ride to Loosepaine's will 
take one day (900), "they" say it will take 15 
days (1134); Grime rides it in 3 days (1133). 
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breaches 
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Pat these points is not inconsistent. P has Grime read romances for 
only one day; so even though it is illogical, it is consistent! In the 
second example above P has no passages to correspond to the three of HL.. 
Ill.. is unequivocally faulty at these points. 
Thus the overt offender in the use of numbers is HL. So far in the 
:it1ve·stigation of the relative a:rtisti c merit of the version~-, :£:. 
'te_re:d here and in only one other instance, i.e., the fail1aJre to 
' ,. l r.ac f·a,-
... Ill ""'-,. • 
D - - .,.-, ,__., __ ...,._ ·--, · r •• ·: rl •·· " . • -..... ._,,- .-ii- -. -
• • 
for Grime's anxiety about Graysteel's possibly waiting until evening to 
,do 'battle. 
Illogical Details 
There are several details in P that are totally illogical which HL 
seems to have successfully avoided. There ar·e, r1r:_;\•,··2\rer, (as will be 
discussed later), several passages in HL that are illogical in more than 
mere details. 
Among those details in P that are illogical are the following. 
·.Loosepaine supplies Eger with two bottles of wine for his jc1i1:-:if::·l home. 
Since· the journey will la st seven days, a mere two bottl es1 i.•,rhi ch 1,•;i 11 
perhaps last him two days, seem absurdly insufficient. HL is better 
here: Loosepaine provides Eger with bottles and food. (The p.assages 
are P: 313-314 and IB..: 849-850). 
Another illogical detail appears when Grime goes to Sir Egramie's 
wife to get Egeking. In this scene in P Grime offers both Eaer and 
-· Grime's lands as collateral for the loan of the sword. ' ,J .... .. •• p r ~ i I r') t--f , h P 10. r r e rs \ - + -I!- .. .....,- ... -
only Eger's). This seems curious because we are told in the very begin-c 
n.ing of P: 
p Egar was large of blood & bone, but broad Lands had hee none. ( 29-30) 
Thus it would be impossible for Grime to offer Eger's lands. In HI.., we 
are told that his father's land is owned by Eger's older brother and 
·· that Eger is poor, but we are not directly told that Eger has absolutely 
no lands: 
HL His eldest brother was livand, And brooked all his fathers land. ( 23-24) 
This is all that appears in HL on the subject. Thus HL just manages to 
be on the logical side, but Pis unquestionably illogical. 
Also illogical are the order of events upon Eger's av.akening after 
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having just been defeated by Graysteel. In P the events area Eger 
1. sees his horse is dead 
2. goes to the stream to wash 
3. notices his missing finger 
ln HL the first thing he notices is his missing finger. Certainly the 
pain ~uld be acute enough to call attention to itself even when the 
finger belongs to a medieval romance knight. 
Another detail that makes little sense is Loosepaine's reaction to 
Graysteel's hand which falls from the glove which Grime presents to hera 
P & as they stoode still on the ground, 
the hand fell out therin that stand, 
& when shee looked on that hanci 
that had slaine her brother anj :,·)r t11Jsband. 
noe marueill though her hart did grisse, 
the red blood in her face did rise. (1175-1180) 
HL It dropped at the Ladyes foot. 
The Lady could upon it look, 
She was joyful for tl1e kr1-i ghts dead, 
The hand was griesly for ·to sead, 
She knew that hand carne f r·or:·. f~ h·:· glove, 
Ha d s 1 a i n her bro t }1 er a n d he : l. ~1 \' "?.! • 
Such old malice make }1e r tc r:.;:::a n, 
She waxed cold, and syn to t-:::·?n. 
Her hew it changed pale and wan. (1845-1853) 
ln P Loosepaine blushes at the sight of the hand, and in HL she pales. 
The truer reaction is paling not blushing, because she is viewing the 
very hand that slew her husband and brother. She has been stopped short, 
startled by the sight. Such a reaction causes a person to go pale not 
blush. 
Botched Passages 
There are three passages in HL that are undeniably botched. The 
corresponding passages in Pare lucid; and Pis guilty of no botched 
passages. 
. /~ 
,/ \ 
the first of the three botched passages occurs just before Eger 
reaches Graysteel's domain. HL inserts three couplets describing a 
battle of Eger with a knight before he reaches the Forbidden Land. It 
is quite similar to lines incorporated in the Graysteel fight. In the 
following passage I have included two couplets which immediately precede 
the passage under discussion and one which follows the passage in order 
that the context may be properly seen: 
HL Likelier Armour then I had, 
Was no Christian man in clad: 
Weapons and steed thereto, 
A bodie like right well to doe. 
I saw no man, so God me reed, 
But one Knight upon a steed: 
Hand for hand together we ran, 
But company of any man. 
He forcelie pricked me again, 
Defouled my self, my steed hath slain. 
I met a man into my farP, 
Forbade me that I should come there. (91-102) 
There is no transition from Eger's comments on his assurance of the 
sturdiness of his weapons and the three couplets; nor is thr,;re any trans-
ition between the couplets and the following couplet which begins the 
interview with the guide. 
Caldwell views the passage this way: 
A glance at these lines is enough to make 
plain the fact that we have here a botchy 
combination of two incidents: (a, :,:~-J .. , and 
per hap s l O 9 ) a f i g ht bet vv e e n ~ CJ c~ r a n ,j :, . :> r:H? 
adversary who de fouls hirn and ki 11 (=: his 
steed, and (b, 101-108, and 110-112) 
77 
... 
a friendlymeeting with a wayfarer who 
warns Eger of Gray Steel's for~idable talentso The friendly guide need not trouble Us O He l• S a trarri1 l i 3 T T..: .,. 1 r.::::i l 1 1 -- --. _._ -· -· -- '·- ~ ._ .... ..- --along the paths of questing kn~ght~s .••• Did Eger, however, meet also v,1i tr-: an attacker, who gave him a preliminary drutt:ir1c3 b·y way of preparation for Graysteel'? (p. 34f.). 
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Caldwell's conclusion, with which I concur, is that 1 ' the lines that refer 
to a combat at this point are interpolated, and that 
.rnen that Sir Eger met 'into his fare' were the usual frier1dl ~-l ~r~;: j,::. 
Gray Steel himself" (p. 35). Even though Caldwell discounts tr~e possi-
bility that some how lines from the battle with Graysteel were altered 
and placed before the meeting of the guide, he does present the parallel 
lines (p. 36f.): 
The first encounter 
I saw no man, so God me 
reed, 
But one Knight upon a 
steed: 
Hand for hand together 
we ran, 
But company of any 
man. 
He forcelie pricked 
• me a gain, 
Defouled myself, my 
steed hath slain. 
( 95-100) 
Graysteel fight 
. . 
,...-.- .. ~-- ,.._ ., -. 'r~, ~ ..... , .. 
1._.l ·-- ., 
-· ..... 
-.-~ ' 
In hands -.•,e: a re 
gane. 
t o·: ri"'z t.,,...,..· t ;~ c-.. .r-· ..... -.., ... - - ;i. '~ 
"'1'" 
( l 8t)) 
His spear again to him 
he cir 1~'..•;, 
He mist mys0lf, my steed 
he s l e ,.., • ( l 4 9-1 50 ) 
While these lines definitely parallel each other, neither Caldwell nor 
I, can find any sort of explanation showing that a direct relationsh.ip 
exists between the two sections. 
One can conjecture ad libi tum about how the HI... version came to have 
the three couplets that seem not to fit in at that point in the ro:-:-~ar·J:.e. 
Caldwell sees the interpolation as a result of the composer of HL try·ing 
''to patch up his version, imperfect in the description of Eger's meeting 
with the warning stranger, with fragments of another version of the 
II 
, II 
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romance. But he has confused the meeting with the friendly guide in 
the one version with meeting with Gray Steel in the other, and the 
hotch-potch ••• which partakes both of battle and of friendly warning, is 
the res u 1 t" ( p • 37 ) • 
Another passage that is frightfully botched appears in Gri~·s 
account to Earl Bragas of Eger's a~entures that left 
draggled state. In P the events are lucidly related. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Eger wandered in a wilderness 
Eger hears of a "venterous" knight 
A description of this knight's castle 
Eger vanquishes the knight 
. . . 
,,~ -- ,,.._ -~ r: \ ,; ', ' ' 
II i.- dlo,. ~ t .- ......_ . Ii-
5. 
\___JI 6 e . L____ 
' 
On the way home Eger is beseiged by 15 thieves 
Eger slays eight of them 
7. Eger takes a horse of one of the slain thieves 
and comes home 
The .events in HI. may best be seen in the passage itself: 
HI. He hath me told right all the case, 
And how that matter happned was: 
A swadrick in a wilderness, 
Where that never is near a place, 
He wist nothing into his fare, 
That their linage it was all there, 
And they wist all of his coming, 
Thought to slay him, and take his thing. 
They rose, and have against 'ii::. gone, 
They were ten, and he v.;a s t1~J t r1·::. 
Not one but his own steed and h~·, 
And yet he thought not for to flee, 
With stout heart and ha rdi e a J c;·,'la, 
The field he took against all tr1a: 
This may ye wit that he was bol.d, 
He s l e w seven ere he fl e e 1.·1 o t1 l d . 
On horse as he out through thero: yeed, 
He slew then two, and they his steed. 
Ere his good spear was broken ~n two, 
Of them he slew well six and r::o: 
And six into the field he slew: 
The rest they fled and they withdrew: 
And with that he was wounded so. 
:, 
. ' 
That scarcelie he might ride or go. An horse of theirs then by him stood, Like to his own, but not so good, Syne on that he is commi ng r1orne. ( 499-525) 
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HI. jumps from Grime's saying that Eger told him i.•,t1at Y:appened to the 
point at which Eger is passing near the thieves, who 1 .. a ~-/· 
him. There is no transitional material here; usually·:!:. . . ,- .;,,.. . - ~,... -=,i ~ ~ • •. c.·-. "~" • • ~ ,_. .... ~,.J 
-~ _. -· ,...._ ·- ,.,._ • • -
cient at supplying such material. Something has definitel~/ 
What is given is unintelligible, and, further, we are bewildered by 
various numbers of thieves present and slain. It seems that first, out 
of ten thieves, he was able to slay seven of them and then another two. 
Then, before his spear broke he was able to slay six, and then six more 
while the rest fled. We cannot be 
were and how many were slain. The whole oas ane 
• 
The last passage in which HL is chaotic is 
how many thieves there 
1 f"\ th .-:, .-., c• . <:, ,j· .--~ r• .: n- ·-h. ," .... h. ......... • • y ._ ,,-.,. It,~ .--i ' .-- . ,-., -·· -* ••• :. ~ . 
-p~:llyas responds to Winglayne' s accusation that y;hen Er1·:r :. --~ ~:·Jt;:: -,:-.·_t:2-d 
face-to-face with a real knight he will flee. Pallyas narrat~s a ,,:c,ry 
about Eger' s courage in an encounter in a heathen land. As was the case 
in the previous example, HL seems to begin the tale in the middle, and 
what is presented is garbled. The events in P, which is entirely lucid 
here, are: Pallyas says: 
1. That Eger is a great knight is proved by his actions in "he=athenesse" when the king of Beame passed through it 
2. Gornordine, who had killed many Christians, challenged any knight to fight him 
3. Eger was the only knight who would accept the challenge 
4. Eger kills Gornordine 
5. Immediately sixty heathens who had been hiding behind bushes attacked Eger 
,) 
6. Eger killed ten before Sir Kay came to his aid 
7. Eger and Kay killed them all 
8. Eger refused the king's offer of his daughter as a reward because he loved Winglayne 
The passage in~ is the following: 
I-IL This tale I tell by sir Eger, That he made in his travel aire, Whereto should he seek aventures, In armies he hath tint his armours, No so, but he was overcome, In bushment lying waiting him: And all they brake at sir Eger, But them then he did not fear: But right stoutly he did them byde, And all that hapned in ~hat tide: Ere any of them to him wan, There he slew an hie kinned man. When he is felled on the ground, And through the shield hath got a wound, A north-land knight full dt1gr1t y, Rescued him with company, There was but he and other ten, And they were twenty hie kinned men, And then were twenty tane and slain, Then sir Eger rescued again: They brought sir Eger to the King, With meekle mirth and magn~fying, They porfered him for his voyage, The Kings sister in mariage: And he sighed, and would not have. (1083-1107) 
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As may be easily seen we cannot be quite sure of exactly what the events 
are. We know only: 
1. Eger was not frightened by those who lay in wait behind bushes for him 
2. He slew some men before he was unhorsed 
3. A north-land knight came to his aid 
4. Twenty were slain 
5. A king offered his sister in marriage as a reward to Eger 
6. Eger refused her 
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HL has badly mismanaged Pallyas' tale of Eger' s adventure in a heathen 
land. It is interesting to note that the botched pas~ge just mentioned 
above, i.e., Grime's tale of Eger's advent~res in the wilderness as told 
to Earl Bragas, also concerns an ambush of ::ger tJ'/ r:·.an:,1 rr.en, rr~ost ,of who,m 
are slain by Eger. It seems, however, that nothin1J can 
this. There are no exactly corresponding lines. 
Concluding the botched passage section, there can be no denia 1 that 
.m. falters badly in the above three instances. The nature of these oas-
• 
sages, however, indicates that perhaps their origin is scribal. Because 
HI. is usually so logical in its detail and in the general execution of 
the story of Eger and Grime, and because the three passages are so fright-
fully mangled, it seems certain that the same composer could not have 
produced both the marred passages and the remainder of the version. 
I: 
Introduction to the Last Sets of Comparisons 
The foregoing discussions have been directed at specific aspects of 
the art of the romance, i.e., differences in characterization, lucidity 
in plot progression, clarity in character motivation, etc •• The various 
examples used in the preceding discussions fell quite nicely into workable 
groups. The remainder of the discussions and exa:::pl,:::s, howev-?:r, can only 
be placed arbitrarily in groups whose headings are: effective expansions, 
confusing expansions, and superfluous expansions. 
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Effective Expansions 
The I-a Version 
Since the total number of lines in Pis 1474 and the total of HL is 
2860, one might expect that HL frequently expands And, 
indeed, it does. HL is • "!r ·-
... ' 
_. 
Often the Superl·or prov1a~r ·o· ~ra-r· ·-nnc 
very 
c:... , , I,.. ... · • i .. , "" ·~ ..... '"" 1 • .;> , 
such as when Eger hears of a knight who keeps a forbidden country: 
p & a fresh Iland by the sea 
where castles were with towers hye. ouer the riuer were ryding frythes 2, & soone I chose to the one of tho. (103-106) 
t.:-here is no transition from the hearing of the land to the actual cross-
ing of one of the fords by Eger. 
HL, on the other hand, has Eger say: 
HL I took my leave and forth I fure, Beside a mount upon a moor: Then I perceived by my sight, That he had teached rne full right, And understood which was the Land. A Forrest lay on every hand, A River that was deep and v;ide, I found no entress at a side: Un to a Foard, and over I rode. (117-125) 
HI.. is much more pictorial and complete. As this and the following 
examples will show HL very often expands ,,.,1~1a t is comoressed in P to • 
provide for the reader a picture in verse that al 1 ~·.·,··:. envision 
the actions of a character or to imagine the scene of sorne acti::)n. HL 
Ls far superior to Pin this quality. 
There is a multitude of examples to choose from to support these 
statements, such as Grime's journey to Loosepainets castle before the 
encounter with Graysteel. The following passage occurs in Ps 
P All the wildernesse that there bee, 
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' 
Grime rode it in dayes 3; 
he rnett a squier by the way; 
with fayre words Grime can to him say, 
'Sir,' he said, 'who is Lord of this countrye?' 
( 7 r-, ')-7 ~)7 ) \ L .. J ·-
• 85 
The corresponding passage in HI. is much smoother bPca·c1se of the greater 
number of lines alotted: 
HL Now we will let them all alone, 
Carpe of sir Grahame that forth is gone, 
He countered in the west-land, 
Beyond the Fell, the vlate-r fand: 
And followed as he was bidden, 
And to the forrest he 1s r1dden, 
And passed it in dayes three, 
That they said, fifteen it should be: 
And then he saw a tokening, 
A reek did rise, and a gladning, 
He saw before him on the v:ay, 
A yeoman ride on an hacknay, 
Entring in at the forrest side, 
He call'd on him, and bade him bide: 
The yeoman hover'd and stood still, 
And said, Sir, what is your v.ril l? 
He said, Fellow, thou tell to me, 
Who is the Lord of this countrie? (1127-1144) 
Ht describes the wilderness that Grime was riding through when he met 
the yeoman. That Grime rode through the wilderness in three days as he 
does in P tells us very little. P concentrates here and throughout the 
romance on presenting merely the bare outline of the actions of the 
characters. P usually mentions only what is necessary to the under-
standing of the plot progression. This amply shows the care that HI.. 
attaches to completeness and consistency of transition. 
Quite often P will relate the outline of an event and then proceed 
:i.Jrllllediately to the next aspect of the romance which continue::, t.h·: ,,try 
' 
line. HI., however, having told us what happens will proceed to i 11-,Js-
trate. The following is an example of the fuller nature of HI. that 
allows us to have a more complete comprehension of the events. Wing-
layne, when she deigns to visit Eger, stays for only a very few minutes l 
· .... 
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and speaks "dryly" to him. In P the first time Winglayne visits Eger, 
the following transpires: 
p shee saies, 'how doth that wounded Knight?' then answered Gryrne both vJise & v:ight, 
'he doth, Madam' as yee may seeD' 
'infaith,' said the Lady, 'tr-1at~~ l.:tl·? pittye: he might full well haue bidden at·~ !-:_r:·.e; worshipp in that Land ga t t r·1e nc r10.0 ; he gaue a ffingar to lett hi~ gange, the next time he will offer vp the whole hand.' Gryme was euer wont to gange in councell with the ladye to stand, & euer told Egar a fayre tale till the Knight Sir Egar was whole. (451-462) 
One wonders what the fair tale is that Grime fabricates. In Pour cur-
iosity is never satisfied. HL, however, relates the tale Grime tells his 
brother: 
, 
HL Sir, This the Lady telleth me, What makes her biding to delay, And why she goes so soon away. She was forbidden by tl1e leech, And also by her fathers speech, And the first night that ye came home, So great a sorrow hath she tane, That she hath been as sick a~, ye, And thus his fellow comfort he Eleven weeks, as I heard say, Sir Eger there in leeching lay, And seldom came the fair Lady, But when she came, she was right dry. Her drieness and als here strange fare. Sir Grahame then said to sir =ger, That she durst not other v;i ~,e cio, Nor yet in presence come him to: And on this wise, as with sir Grahame, So with the Lady on a time: On his foot with her would he gang, Then to his fellow would amana. 
-' And then told him a fern-years tale, And this while thus he wrought all hale. ( 580-602) 
How much better is this, than the gratuitous mention in ? 'Jf a fair tale • 
• 
This also helps us to become acquainted with Grime• s devotedr1ess to both 
the physical and mental well being of his friend. 
In at least one place,~ is psychologically more effective in the 
II 
.. ( 
,• .: 
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presentation of a small fact that we could take almost as a matter of 
course because of the events up to that poir1t; t,1Jt the manner in which 
HL presents the fact makes the entire passage ,2xtrei'::el :,,. First 
the passage as it appears in P Eger has just . ' ' ar r, 'VPd t1,r,i""P .... ....... . ._ "' .. "·"' f ' ¥ ...... ,. • • ~.', :/ '*. I • l. t 
mentioned in connection with any mourning of Eger's state is 1fiin~;la·/rie. 
The passage: 
p it was 9 dayes and some deale more or his ladye wold come there; & att the coming of that fayre Ladye, her words they were both strange & drye. 
Now notice how HI.. introduces the visit of 1/Jinglayne: 
HI.. The Countess mourns for sir Eger, Her maidens mourned and made great care; Sir Pallias his own brother, Made more sorrow then any other. Sir Grahame was nothing of his kin, But he was als right wo for him, As any sister, or as brother, Erne, or yet ant, or any other. But it was more then dayes three, Ere his own love came him to see. 
( 447-450) 
( 531-540) 
HI.. ·first catalogues all those who mourn for Eger: the countess and her 
maidens, Pallyas, Grime, and finally, three days later Winglayne visits 
·Eger. All of Eger's friends have come irrunediately; all, that is, except 
Winglayne. This point is very effectively ~;ad·2 by the catalogue of those 
who did visit him immediately. P la ck s the oc)',•1er it could have had in • 
this passage. In HL the reader feels even more \•/inglayne' s unforgivable 
delay in coming. 
A further example of the effectiveness of 1-ll.. is in a poignant touch 
that HI.. adds to the scene in which Grime has returned to Loos~?o,J::~(::' $ 
• 
castle after the battle with Graysteel. Before going to Loosepaine's, 
he has stopped at the burgess' inn where he had intended to stay the 
night he first met Loosepaine. In P Grime leaves the inn and knocks on 
-------------~ 
.;;__! 
.. 
,;. 
·1oosepaine's door. 
P with that Grime knocked att the chamber dore, 
& a maiden stoode theron the flore; 
'0 Madam!' shee said, 'now is come that Knight 
that went hence when the day was ligr1t.' (1159-1162) 
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We know exactly what the action is in P: Grime enters ar1d is joyfully 
greeted by the lady. ffi. adds a rather long passage that creatr·c::. a 
poignant scene of Grime's victorious return. The passage is mt1ch too 
long (11. 1739-1804) to quote, so I shall list the main points: 
1. Grime and the innkeeper go to Loosepaine's door Where they hear her mourn ~l,he pr0bahlc ~Pat}~ 0f 
- ,',j_,; •)~- '""'·-· ...... ,,.,, .. Grime • ( Loo s e pa i n e do e s t hi c 1 n F l 1 • l ~ .. : ~ - l l S 6 , 
but Grime has not yet ar:r'~\red aT_ r.-:;:· ·: .~· <lr~d, 
therefore, does not hear the lar~entati :nJ. 
2.. Grime tells the burgess to ask entrance without 
mentioning Grime's presence. 
3. Because the innkeeper is of the lower class and 
it is at night, the lady refuses him entrance. 
4. The innkeeper says he has a token from Grizr:e for her. 
It is best to quote the last lines of the passage in order to illustrate 
the ·full poignant impact: 
.HL 
... --·. The Lady said, So have I feel, 
I know the token wonder well, 
And if he be at Inne with thee, 
And likes better then come to me, 
Let him alone with Christs blessing, 
For he shal have no send of sine. 
The knight was red he s}101Jl d h =: grieve, 
And then he fore-thought v;i t}-~,=·,~t J-2a,/e, 
T ha t he s ho u l d o n s u ch rn a t t ·2 ::- : : . ·.:· a r1 , 
Iha t they had spoken t }1ern b·2 t /;·~~ ·:: :--1. 
He thought a n d the fa i r l i e h ~=- :>J i d , 
And o f her g a i st n in g t ha n k i r1 (~: ::. a k e • 
He said, Lady, it was so la·ts, 
And I was not kend wi t}-1 tr1·2 1]a te, 
And for doubt I should gang aside, 
That made me for to have a g~1ide; 
Fra time she heard that l1e ,.,.,a::::, there, 
Better content she was not air·e: 
The re wa s no key e s there r1 i rri to l e t , 
The door unclosed wide up set; 
"'="· 
·-
And he came in then right blithlie, She him received right thankfullie. (1805-1826) 
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Grime, instead of speaking and making his presence known immediately, 
allowed Loosepaine to believe for a few anguishing minutes that he had 
taken a room at the inn. As soon as Grime recoaniz~s the i~cact of his _, . 
silence, he is grieved to have caused her such pai~. 
here a poignant, psychological insight into the characters :: :· ::":,t:·. :. ose-
paine and Grime. It does not, however, lend anything to the action of 
the romance, so the touch is lacking in P. 
Another effective addition of HL shows in what manner Eger heard 
:about Graysteel. The passage in P: 
P I heard tell of a venterous Knight 
that kept a £forbidden countrye bath day & night, 
(101-102) 
~ adds a guide to explain about Graysteel to Eger and to us, for by 
listening to the guide's warnings the read,~r l'::arns of the great prowess 
of Graysteel who Eger and later Grime will face: 
HI.. I met a man into my fare, 
Forbade me that I should come there, But if I sicker were and traist, Of courage Keen, and mights maist (101-104) 
e e e e • e e e 8 e O O O O O O e O O O O e O • • • • • • • /·the guide advises Eger about courage and his weaponi/ I took my leave and forth I fure, Beside a mount upon a moor: 
Then I perceived by my sight, 
That he had teached me full right, And understood which was the Land. A Forrest lay on every hand, 
A River that was deep and v;ide (117-123) 
The implications of this passage for the characterization of Eger have 
been discussed above. But the passage is also in providing the 
transitional material between Eger's departure from Earl 
and the encounter with Graysteel. The reader knows how Eger "heard tell" 
ii#· 
.... 
' 
.-~·· 
t 
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of Graysteel. Once again HI.. goes beyond the mere telling of a fact to 
show us just what is meant by it. 
~-
., 
.. ,· 
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P adds comparatively few elements to the romance which are totally 
' lacking in HL. 
Upon Eger's return from the battle with Graysteel, his iYOunds are 
so bad that Earl Bragas offers forty pounds to 
and only after nine days have elapsed does the 
l h h . . ..... O A . It , G r .·. h "r:'• . .,_: p. • a ~ _ _ c , , . ""' -a . . . . .~ a ... ..... o _ r , 
,~1· 
1 f . d ' r · . rr\ p . -· D .. , ~ t~· -.--·\. :1 .... ear 1 n ... ")o ... ·>,go n ·c= , ••• v •..• an 
heal him. This element is not only important in itself by showing how 
sorely Eger was wounded, but also it lends credence to Loosepaine's 
direction that Eger' s love should administer to the wounds. Because 
. 
Winglayne refuses to aid Eger, it is some time before any leech w~ is 
successful is found. The implication is that had WinJlayne aid~d Eger 
irrunediately he would have begun to heal before nine day'.; ':d: 
Pis unusually pictorial in the description of 
accoutrements just prior to the battle with Grime: 
Gra ,, ·<:. f" ...... ;:. i f -s.-..,.c "" -·- --- it!lle. .. 
.p They brought him red sheeld & red spere, 
& all of fresh gold shone his geere; 
his brest plate was purpel 'le p~ ::]},t, 
his helmett itt shone witt1 g8ld soe bright, 
his shankes full seernl ye sl·lc,r1:-_:, 
wa s sett wi th go l d & pre c i c! :._2 :: stone , 
his armes with plate & spl2nts d~ght 
were sett with gold & sil1Jer bright; 
with hi s she el de on hi s b re ~. t h :i::: lJ e for n e , 
theron was a dragon & a vnicciTn-~~ 
on the Other side a boa ro Q a ._.,.,,. 1 ,.-·l t', ,. .... r,:. ~ _, u ' .. 1 --- ·,_..! ),_,, ~._,, ·- ' 
in the Middest a ramping Lyon that wold byte sore; 
about his necke withouten fayle 
a gorgett rought with r1 ch :/a·'/ le, 
with his helme sett on his head soe hye; 
a mase of gold full royallye, 
on the top stoode a Carbunckle bright, 
it shone as Moone doth in the night; 
his sadle with sel carnoure via s s;"~t t, 
With ba r T S O f 9 0 l d T 1· C 1·1 l \ r P fr n + -~- • 
- 1 ........ 1~ ~- --1....,l~, 
his petrill was of silke of IndP, 
his steed was of a furley kinde, 
with raines of silde raught to his hand, 
with bells of gold theratt ringand. 
ano 
I 
he stepped into his stirropp well armed in war, a Knight kneeled & raught him a spere; & then wold he noe longer abyde. (953-979) 
The comparatively meager passage of HL follows: 
HI.. They brought Gray-steel then fortr1 a steed, Dressed him syne, and thither yeed. (1491-1492) 
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As is easily seen Pis vividly pictorial in its description of Graysteel, 
while l-Il.. is content to conunent that Graysteel 1t"las given a horse and then 
was dressed. Pis far superior in this passage. 
Finally, Grime receives two robes from Earl Gares in P, whereas in 
HL; there is no such gift. This addition was discussed earlier in connec-
tion with the characterization of Grime. 
The additions of P, while they are interesting in themselves, 
actually add very little to the romance v1hen compared to the effective-
ness of the additions in HI.. discussed at10'1e. ~lone of the additions are 
~bsolutely necessary for the sense of the romance. 
forty pounds for a leech, the fuller description of 
~.·. t,,~ \..o .• i ..,_ 
gift of the robes, while they are interesting expansions, add -.tr-::·i l:ttle 
to the impact of their particular sections. Ea ch of the HL a rJ,di t: · :-. ~,, 
however, adds a dimension of a fitting sort to their individual pass.ages 
and contribute to the overall effectiveness of the situations. 
Confusing Expansions 
The HI.. Version 
The greatest fault of HL is that, while quite often the additions 
are instructive, pictorial, effective psychologically, a:~.,j 
positive merit, frequently the additions are quite .,.. . . . .. C. o· n· .. · . · ,r· • ~----. ·. ··• • • ·, ~- f 
_, • --. 
O I I · , " · · f • 1 .. ·--=.... ,;,;) ""' . ~ : .. } ,.,.._ .. . ·- ~ "' ,...., .. .. 
diction and sentence structure. We are very often given an i~p:0~sion 
of an event without really being able to pinpoint exactly ,vrlat has b·een 
said. Were this to occur intermittently one perhaps could.overlook it; 
but, unfortunately, HL is full of such ill-managed additions that myst-·.• 
ify the reader. 
Such a situation is illustrated in the passage in which Grime asks 
Winglayne if she still considers Eger to be her favorite. 
answers no. The speech of Grime's following Winglayne's ref~sal is 
this: 
HI.. Sir Grahame he said, I trow he will, But little seeking make you till: And he tels in his coming r1a:-r1e, That he hath sped a better nar::e, That is fare better of degree. You love not him, \Nill yo1J love me? This he did say into bourding, But he was sorry for tha-t -tl-1-i ng: Yet sadly in his heart he tholJght, To he 1 p hi s f e 11 o \\I he rn o g 11 t : And down he sate into that place, And then his dolour changed ,.,;as: For his fellow he was right mov'd, Behind his back heard him reprov'd. ( 675-689) 
The points seem to be these: 
1. Eger apparently will not be sorry because he has had success elsewhere. 
2. Grime says "you do not love him, will you love me?" 
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3. He is sorry for what he has said but he hoped to help Eger. 
4. He sits down and is grieved for Eger. 
5. Grime is sorry to hear Eger reproved behind his back. 
6. Grime rises and goes to Eger. 
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Assuming these points to be the main elements in the passage, consider 
each of the points individually to determine the degree t,::, ·,•,hi c:,. 1::-.r::)r 
apply to the situation the whole of the passage is supposed to i~ply. 
Considering the first point, it seems rather curious that if Eger 
·has found another love or has prospects for another, Grime should have 
gone to such trouble to keep Winglayne ("" .... ror ::.ger. 
is presented here is inappropriate for the 
with the rest of Grime's attitudes that follow. 
as it appears later in the romance: 
HL Sir Grahame he said, Let be Madame, For he tels in his coming hame, That he hath spy e d a La di ·~ c;J ~: r1 t , A brighter Bride vJi tl1 br·o·.·;.~ _ L:rent, That is as great of kin anci tlood, And als for riches by the I~ood. She is of Lordshop and of land, For ought that I can understand; She is the best for his ber1c)ve, He sets but lightly of your love. 
The suggestion as it 
and actually clashes 
It is mare aooropriate 
• • 
( 2399-2408) 
Winglayne has just run to Grime for advice after ~ger, fresh from de-
feating Graysteel (actually Grime's victory), has snt1bbe,d '.•'iinglayne as 
Grime had told him to do. 
That Grime would ask Winglayne if she loves hi.m is a question 
Grime, in his state of grief over Eger's loss, would never ask. All 
of Grime's concern has been for the physical and mental well being of 
his sworn brother, certainly he would be thinking of Eger here as he 
does in the following lines. Thus Grime's question is inappropriate 
' 
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here. \ 
Point number three, Grime's sorrow for what he has said, even though 
he was trying to help Eger, clarifies nothing about point two, and it 
also seems to be out of context here. 
Points four, five, and six are the only elements in the passage that 
are relevant to the situation. Grime sits do\•1n 
in his desire to reconcile Eger and Winglayne. And, further, he~~ h~rt 
~ hear his brother spoken ill of. Such reactions are appropriate in 
this situation; one can find nothing wrong with them. 
So three of the six elements, which have no parallel in P, in this 
passage in HL appear to be wholly misplaced. The reader who reads ver-
sion HL without perusing and disecting each line cannot possibly read 
through the lines that correspond to the first three p0ints without be-
coming distracted and confused. The passage in P that corresponds to the 
t.otal HI.. passage is a mere couplet: 
P Gryme turned his backe of the Ladye faire, 
& went againe to his brother Sir Egar. (485-486) 
While one surely will agree that the information received in HI. is much 
better in the sense that the reader is made aware of Grime• s actions be-
fore he turns his back and of the deeply felt grief that Eger•s plight 
causes Grime, one wonders if, when the passages are considered as a whole, 
Pis not more effective. 
Unfortunately, the expansions which otherwise are laudable in HI. are 
frequently detracted from by such confusing lines as th ,,.-, ··· 
above. Inevitably, the additions contribute to the reader' c; .:n:i•);
0
tand-
ing of the romance, but too often one is confronted with confusing, com-
plex lines that destroy the very effectiveness that the expansion was 
meant to create. 
I 
I 
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Another example of a simpler nature can be found in the passage in 
which Grime is first received at the inn near Loosepaine's castles 
HL He waild an Inne into the town, Before the gate he lighted dovm. And there they came to him on hie, Great gentle-men and squyar1e: And from him they took his god steed, And to his stable could hi~ lead, To hecks full of corn and hay, And other horse where led av:ay: The master-houshold \vas ther,2in, And he be taught them unto 1-1 i rr: , Both his good horse and his arrnour, And all that fell to his honour. And he from him took them on hand. ( 1175-1187) 
Aside from being generally more difficult to understand than much of HL 
is there are two points that are inappropriate to the story at this juncture: 
1. Grime seems to be received as though he had performed some tremendous feat because he is greeted by great gentlemen and sqlJ~res. At this point in the narrative Grir:-.e is ·:rikno•,,,n at the inn. 
2. We are given the impression that two horses are squired for Grime: "And otl-1er r1ors,2 \·/n,::ri:: 1 ed away." Grime has two horses only after h,2 r1as killed Graysteel. 
The passage that describes Grime's return to the same inn after he has 
defeated Graysteel and ridden away on Graysteel's horse is surprisingly 
similar to the passage under consideration:25 
HL And soon they came to him again, Great gentle-men and squarie, Then to the Oastler said the host, Dress well the steeds, spare not for cost, Bed ye them well, and lay therr soft, Give to them meat that they ~·:an·t nought, And what costs that ye do to tha, I shal it doublt, and mends ~a. They set a chair then to the knight, And off they took his helm so bright, The helm of Gold it was so gay. (1677-1687) 
Here we have the great gentlemen and squires greeting Grime and there 
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are two horses in the scene. While these elements are wholly appropriate 
in the latter passage they are ineptly placed in the former. Thus in the 
first instance the lines are difficult to understand; and the lines give 
an impression of elements that are by no means appropriate to the story 
at that point. 
The P Version 
While the examples above from HL are only two of the many examples 
.of inept expansion in HL, there is no point in the romance in which P is 
fuller than I-Il.. in a manner that is ineffective ar,d distracting to th·e 
reader. 
.• 
.. 
\ 
Superfluous Expansions 
• 
There are only a few points in Pat which there are lines that con-
tain an idea for which there is no parallel in HL. 
sions occur in the HL version. These expansions may add 
.,,,.~. ,1""'~ . ..,.... p 
t , .. '·"" ..!I,-, ·,,.._ 
the romance or at some points the expansions may detract frorr: C ,._ -- . ...,.._ ~, -,. .. ' .. ,.' .\..,.,, ~ ""' 
' . 
• There are also those expansions that do neither; that is, the expar,·:~::ns, 
are mere padding. Because l-ll... is nearly twice the length of P, one rr;ight 
expect more padding to be evident in HL. 
T"lte HL Version 
Examples of unnecessary expansions abound in HL. The instances 
wa:nge from the additions of a couplet to additions of 111el l <:)\r•:::t a t1\1ndred 
lines. A typical short addition is the following. The passage as it 
appears in Pis first: 
P he came downe in to the hall, & tooke his leaue both of great & small. the Erle tooke Egars hand in his fist, the countesse comlye cold him kisse. (631-634) 
And took his leave at the knights all, Syne to the Earl kneeled on h~s ~nee. He said, sir Eger , No e v J v I r1 er c-: shape ye? He said, I have meekle ado, And little beeting gets thereto. The Countess said, I red you bide, For neither have you hew nor hide, I see your countenance is good, But ye are pale, and ye v;ant blood. For by your hew it may be seen, Into such state as ye have bPen, Ye will not be this rnany day, Therefore, sir Knight, I will you pray, For any haste ye have to fare, Bide siill a while, let blood groYJ mare. Mine hew, he said, let that alane, But with your self, in faith Madame 
• 
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I will not bide, so God me sane. Farewell while that I come again. Louted, and could the Countess kiss. The Earl then took her hand in his. (960-980) 
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Eger's leave taking before Grime departs in his stead in HL is elongated 
to no actual effect. One is able to envision the scene certainly rrore 
clearly than one can after reading the scene in P, b·ut the scene contains 
no important dialogue. Nothing has been gained by lines of ;~-, a ~·~ ~ , .._.. ~·-.. ~ -:-::,, ' w ~·· l l , ~ ~ w ·-~' "°'"· .-.-
' 
HI... The situation is perfectly, although thinly, pres,2r1tr.,:: :ri P. 
A long needless addition is the description of Grime's journey home. 
Grime leaves Loosepaine's castle, travels, and arrives home. The passage 
in P .. :1.s.: 
p. he tooke Leaue of the Erle & the Ladye, &_rydes home into his country 0 • He came to a forrest a priuye way, & leaueth his steed & his pal fray. (1281-1284) 
Grime has hidden the horses in the forest for Eger to retrieve later. 
The corresponding passage in HI.. is 214S-2336 or 191 1 ; nn. ~, ... - • .,.._ .,._,r • The content 
of these lines concerns for the most part the guide who 
for Grime at his inn, none of which is pertinent to the plct 
romance. The passage amounts to a long compliment to the innkeeper. 
Perhaps the section was written so the minstrel could curry favor with 
the particular innkeeper in whose inn the romance was related. These 
two examples are sufficient to indicate the nature of the quite frequent-
ly superfluous expansions in HL.26 
The P Version 
In the P version there. appear couplets or longer sets of lines that 
'nave no corresponding lines in HL. At some places one might s·uggest 
. 
I 
... 
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that these unparalleled lines are superfluous. The problem is how may 
one judge the superfluousness of lines? In HL the problem really is no 
problem because there are so many passages that r1ave no r;.arallel in P 
and are obviously padding. In P, on the other hand, 
tively few passages that are absolutely unparalleled in t1I 
passages there are no obviously unneeded passages. If there are any 
unneeded passages in P this reader was unable to find any. 
\ 
The Endings of P and HL 
A discussion of the relative artistic merit of the conclusions of 
the versions is a sort of summing up in itself ,.... . . . 
,"'J t" 1'"· .~ ."':) ~~ r. r -. ,. c'" 
"--,.J .. ·i,,;"' ,,. . .,,,... t'"' ~ ........... .._,,. ~·--' 
sions in general. Looking at P first the main events 
''l f t" t1 r.:. 
are: 
'~ ... . -
1. Eger marries Winglayne. 
2. The three knights go to Gares castle where 
Grime and Loosepaine are married and then to 
Graysteele's land to plunder. 
3. Emyas chooses Pallyas for }1er husband. 
4. They all live happily ever after. 
(') f the ·ver-
There is nothing left untied in P. The reader is happy to leave Eger 
in a state of bliss in his marriage to Winglayne. G . . ' rimes 
courage have been rewarded by his brother's finally achieving his :::0,,:re. 
Grime himself has found, in the process of aiding his brother, a lovely 
lady whom he has fallen in love with and has married. The last of the 
three, Pallyas, rejoices in his marriage to Emyas. All three are mari-
tally happy and wealthy to boot. The romance has traversed through the 
sorrow and anguish of Eger,. through Grime's perilous undertaking in the 
battle with Graysteel, and finally, ended on a blissL.11, fairytale end-
ing. The reader is quite delighted. 
HI.., however, is a different story. The events briefly are theses 
After Winglayne has humbled herself to win back Eger and they are 
married, 
1. Grime and Sir Hew go to Gares' castle. 
2. About twenty days later Grime lets it be known 
that he challenges anyone to battle. 
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3. Grime also tells the innkeeper to ride to 
Eger and ask him to come to (;ares' land, 
which Eger does. 
4. When Grime dies Eger is so grieved he blurts 
out the intrigue that he and Grime had formed 
to defeat Graysteel. 
5. Winglayne is angry. She renounces Eger and 
goes to live a religious life. 
· 6. Eger travels to Rome to be absolved by the Pope 
for his part in the deception of Winglayne. 
Eger then proceeds to Rhodes to fight f,or two 
years. 
7. Upon learning that Winglayne has died, Eger 
returns home and marries Loosepaine. 
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This ending is not nearly so effective as the ending of P. That Eger is 
grieved enough to blurt out the ruse is believable; but that Winglayne, 
after years of marriage, would be so quick to leave her home and husband, 
whom we know Winglayne loves, is fantastic. 
that \•ii ng-
layne abandons her accustomed life, one is not surp.ri ,::i tha: ::-:,:..r goes 
to Rome and subsequently fights in Rhodes. But sure l y r1 i s . ·~- .~,, ..,. ... "I'- .... , ..• _,.._, -~ ~ .... c.1 ... _,._ ..;.... d ·, ~--,."' 
years later to Loosepaine stretches things a bit. Generally, 
ending of HI. is unsatisfying in its unbelievable events. 
.. )1''0' 
·- . 
There are also other, more confined points in the ending that jar 
our sensibilities in their inconsistency with reference to the rest of 
the romance. We never learn who, if anyone, answers Grime's challenge 
nor the outcome of any of the battles, assuming there were some. 
Another loose end concerns the innkeeper's trip t !:arl Bragas• 
castle. We know from Eger's and Grime's journeys to 
paine' s that the trip takes several days. At one point in the ,:•nding 
of HI. Grime orders the innkeeper to ride to Eger with these words: 
HI. And in no countrey he should dwel, 
Nor rest him in no kind of Realm, 
While he came in the Land of Bealm. ( 27al-2722) 
. ... 
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What could possibly motivate Grime's order that the innkeeper should de 
liver his message without delaying or resting at all? Why is such haste 
necessary? Apparently there is no reason, for the message is merely an 
invitation to visit the castle. 
Another unsatisfactory element in the ending of HL is the lack of 
transition from the arrival of Eger to Earl Gares' land and t:1e ci•?atr~ of 
Grime; the first lines are about Eger: 
HI.. There was then at his lighting down, Four hundred in procession, That were men of Religion, Singing for him devotion. When he was dead and laid in grave, Sir Eger lov'd him by the lave. (2779-2784) 
A further problem with the conclusion of HL concerns the character-
ization of Winglayne. Winglayne's actions are inconsistent with her 
character as it has been established thus far. She set a standard for 
the knight who desired to marry her and only refused ~q~r when he failed _, 
her standard. It should be remembered that she tol::i ,,-~r.:.:-:-.,-.- ".::-~:1t s!-~t: ::ad 
advised Eger not to travel about in search of feats 
because he could lose just as well as win. We have been led t. ' . . ,,__ [), ... .-. t ',~ .r;:. 1-, 
..... _ ---
--~ • --
that Winglayne preferred Eger, and, to conjecture a bit, she 'tvas pr.:,:.,Jt.ly 
quite sorry to see him be defeated by Graysteel. If then we can assr~~.e 
that her marriage meant more to her than a business relationship arranged 
after Eger passed a test, Winglayne's reaction to Eger's confession in 
the ending is far too rash. While she may well be angered and hurt, 
there is no reason to believe that this rational lady ','IOtJlci desert her 
husband, her friends, and her father's castle and lands t. l i ·ve in a 
convent. It must be granted that residing in a convent or 
the medieval age was much more frequent than in twentietr·: '~:t~:ntur·:,· 
so, the decision of Winglayne's remains largely unmotivated. 
-even 
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Another curious point in 1-il... is Eger' s return to Gares' land to 
marry Loosepaine. While it ties some loose ends together, it is still 
much too neat. 
Unlike P, HL allows Pallyas and Graysteel's lands to fade out of 
the romance. Certainly these ends need not be brought to some conclu-
sion, but in P the reader's curiosity is satisfied by a skillful tying 
of the two ends. 
In conclusion P allows the reader a feeling of completeness and 
satisfaction. We are happy to learn that the three brothers have all 
found happiness as a result of their devotion to on1;; another. HL, 
however, leaves us a bit stunned by the rapid 
.
r Cl l a ... .: '; ~ ... ., 
..... .._ ....... ,,.;-.._.··~ f so :r~any events 
that have been thrust upon us without our beina adecF.~at,:-1.·/ ~:rr·oa:~·~:i 
-,I • "' • * 
them as we have been throughout the preceding bulk of the romance. 
a..re left unsatisfied by the ending of HL. 
Conclusion 
The story of Eger and Grime without regard to the variants of the 
versions is fresh, romantic, and pleasing in its pict:rial 
of the action. Most scholars agree that the general tale 
brothers is forceful, well conceived and wholly delightful. 
.• . 
._ ~, f~y .-i> •· ".' I ~ 
• \.,. .. .- ·c-., ;.. I t 
the· praise for the general story of Eger and Grime as a given, this 
paper has investigated the relative artistic merits of the t\¥0 distinct 
versions of the romance. As is the case with most evaluations of any 
sort, the conclusions of this paper cannot be sweeping statements indi-
catir1g that one version is far superior to the other in every aspect. 
Both the Percy version and the Huntington-Laing version have individual, 
distinct rneri ts; ea ch has its own dra \•1ba ck s as v.ie 11. 
The deficiencies in P are many in nu.mber and are often annoyin·g to 
the reader. Winglayne is consistently characterized as pitiless and 
determined in her attitude toward Eger until Eger's (Grime's) return 
from defeating Graysteel. At this point Winglayne decides that what she 
most desires is to be Eger' s wife. Women have been kno\-m to change their 
minds abruptly down through history, so certainly 1flinglayne is only 
exercising her prerogative. In a work of art, hov,ev~r, such changes 
must be prepared for. In P there is no provision fcJr t~~e reversal in 
a·ttitude. This is a major flaw in the artistry of P beca·;:,-,,-:- ~~rte =-'?ader 
is forced to wonder why Winglayne has so radically changed =1er ~.ir\d. 
The presentation of Winglayne in HL is softer, and we are not quite so 
surprised by the change in her attitude. 
Pis guilty of other distracting flaws such as Eger•s anger at 
Grime before Grime has had a chance to explain why a plan must be 
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formulated to counter the actions of their enemies. Another confusing 
flaw is the fact that Eger never learns of Winglayne's eavesdropping 
which makes Grime's journey to slay Graysteel an illogical action. Other 
points of difficulty that appear in Pare: the number of days Eger 
spends reading romances by the window so that his returning health is 
evident to the court; the order of events upon Grime's return to Earl 
Bragas• castle from successfully dealing with Graystec·l; the lack of a 
reason for Eger's retaining the truncheon of his sp•;ar; ·.!,,:· la:;;: .,-
! a 
reaction by Eger to the display of grief by Loosepaine and her ::--.aidens 
as they sing and play Eger to sleep; the lack of description in the 
eavesdropping scene; Grime's desire to remain unknown at Loosepaine•s; 
the lack of reason for Eger's tarrying in Loosepaine's bower; and Eger's 
desire to leave Loosepaine's castle as soon as possible. There also 
appear in P illogical details such as Grime's offer of Eger's land as 
collateral for Egeking when Eger has no lands; Eger' s lack Qf ir..mediate 
recognition that his finger has been chopped off; and :. 
blushing· instead of paling at the sight of the hand that 
husband and brother. 
c. 1 p ·,,. h c. r 
..,_~-.-.,"""' ., .. 
- Thus Pis guilty on several counts of illogic in the presentation 
bf the romance, although some of the points are less distracting than 
others. HL, on the other hand, is guilty of such breaches comparatively 
infrequently. Points that annoy the reader in 1-U.. are: the brevity and 
ineffective positioning of the initial description of Grime; the incon-
~istency in the use of numbers of days at several points; and the lack 
of mention of Graysteel's waxing and waning strength. 
By far .... ' L!1e most 
distracting aspect of the HL version is the great multitude 
undesireable expansions. These additions appear throughout the ror;-.ance, 
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but they become increasingly numerous as the story progresses and cul-
minates in the long, unsatisfactory ending 
, . ..._ ·~ ·.: 0 . tj' . . 
,: l '' ' t 
' t- * ... ..,, .-,_.... 
. .... 1 rtL S 
guilty of comparatively very few breaches in logic, 
·"' t or en 
incomprehensible, expansions are as annoying as the many illogical ,::le-
ments of P. 
For the reader who would like to read only one of the versions, P 
is Undoubtedly the better choice. P presents the story line without 
those bothersome additions of HL, although P does sacrifice logic in 
many instances. While these points of illogic are artistically unsound, 
only one (the reversal of Winglayne's attitude toward Eger) may possibly 
trouble a reader because of the very simple natur~ of the version. The 
reader is given no time to dawdle about, he is whi <·:'?cl from incident to 
incident with no unnecessary lines to slow him down. 
HL, on the other hand, is hampered by the very thing that so often 
enhances the version. Because HL is so much longer, it provides the 
points of logic missing in P and generally provides a more pictorial 
fluid story (for example, the budding love relationship of Loosepaine 
and Grime),. When the expansions are incomprehensible or totally 
tangential, however, the reader is slowed down and led astray from 
the incidents necessary to the romance. 
. ,. 
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